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THE PROCESS OF AGEING

In medicine we do not count the ages of people by the revolu
tions of the earth around the sun, but we measure them by the revo
lution of their own morbid processes.

By: Cletus T. Frerichs

Senior Thesis, 1947
Presented to:
The University of Nebraska College of Medicine
Omaha, Nebraska

PREFACE
At the time I was considering-various topics about which to write
my senior thesis, it came to my mind that there are few things which
interest man more than the constant changes taking place in his body and
mind as the years pass by; it occurred to me that to live is to age and
to understand the process of ageing is to understand mankind--the goal
of each physician.

However, believing there to be a dearth of litera

ture on the subject of ageing, I was, on the one hand, quite dubious of
the efficacy of this topic for a thesis.

On the other hand, the impor

tance of the topic to the medical profession, the food for thought and
discussion it seemed to promise, and the exciting mystery which the word
itself appeared to hold, encouraged me to look into the matter further.
To my amazement, rather than a dearth I found an overabundance of litera
ture on the subject.

To my later disappointment, it seemed that there

was no other subject about which more was written and less actually known.
Nevertheless, with the advise that my references would necessarily be a
selected group, I set out to explore the subject.
I first obtained a working conception of the process of ageing from
the several books which have, in various ways, been devoted to descrip
tions of age changes in man and lower organisms.

The reading at times

became laborious and my interest would wane, only to be stimulated again
by some inspiring idea which carried me deeper into the subject.

For in

stance, the idea that ageing commences at the moment the ovum is ferti
lized by the sperm was a new realization for me and I was aware how mis
construed the term ageing becomes in common usage.

Further100re, the

idea that ageing is tremendously rapid when the individual is young and
that ageing is practically at a standstill in the latter decades of nor
mal life was also a new concept for me and provided a far better insight
into the problem.

Finally, it was apparent that the actual problem I

faced was one of determining whether ageing is a truly physiological
phenomenon or whether it is essentially pathological in nature or per
haps both.
I obtained numerous references from these books and also through
the expert guidance of Dr. Latta.

However, as is so often the case when

one is dealing with a certain problem, many other problems become involved
which beforehand were unforeseen.

So, also, I found it to be the case;

quite often it was necessary to retrace my steps in order to find the
correct path of thought again.
The experience of writing this thesis has given me a far broader
conception of the basic sciences of medicine and has served to reveal the
close correlation and dependency that exists between Anatomy, Physiology,
Biochemistry and Pathology.
ties I once supposed.

I found that they are not the separate enti

It has also approximated and correlated the basic

sciences with clinical studies and shown me the utter necessity of a back
ground in basic science for an understanding of clinical medicine.
One of the ma.in difficulties I encountered is that students of·age
ing are primarily interested in the senile changes.

It was a trouble�

some task to attempt to emphasize early age changes as greatly as those
of senility; it was my impression that if more emphasis be placed on the
early age changes, more questions would be answered.
I was especially intrigued by the knowledge I gained concerning the

reserve in the organ systems of the body.

Each system, so well equipped

at birth, is gradually cut down as life progresses and thereby the ac
tivity of the ageing individual becomes more limited.

Some organ sys

tems, I found, retain considerable reserve at the end of life and are
prepared to continue functioning; others become exhausted and worn out
and by their death may indirectly cause the death of all the other
systems.
When I had finished writing, I realized that there yet remains much
to be done before many of the questions concerning the process of ageing
can be answered.

In

my

own mind, I had formed several conclusions, but

adequate proof for some of these conclusions is far from being estab
lished.

However, the search for answers has given me an entirely new

viewpoint upon the process of ageing, has revealed many new questions to
be answered, and has pointed out new fields for investigation.

A review

of the existing knowledge and an acquaintance with the present status of
the problem together with methods by which the problem may be approached
in the future have well justified the time and effort expended in the
preparation of this thesis.
I am especially ind�bted to Dr. John S. Latta, Chairman of the De
partment of Anatomy at the University of Nebraska College of Medicine,
who has acted as
has directed

my

my

advisor in the preparation of this thesis, and who

approach to the problem and painstakingly proof-read the

rough draft of the thesis.

I also wish to thank Dr. J. Perry Tollman,

Assistant Dean of the University of Nebraska College of Medicine, whose
initial advice in preparing the thesis was very helpful.

Finally, I wish

to thank Miss Evans and Mr. 1-be of the University Library, vho have
aided me greatlyvhile procuring references at the library.
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INTRODUCTION
"These eyes, that see thee now well coloured, shall see thee -with
e red" ..;.-Shakespeare

(1)

As the years pass by, the human body unde r goes an almost complete
,

metamorphosis .

Though assembled in the same pattern , it becorres con-

s t ructed differently , functions differentlv and is directed tv a mind
which change s more than is usually reco rrnized .

The wise phvsician , as

well as anyone who would understand hi s ~e]lowmen will cert ainly bear
this fact in mind; his success will depend upon his knowledge of t his
change and his ability to be guided thereby .
The increasing interest in t he processes of ageing and the diseases
of older persons is a direct ref l e ction oJ the e conomic a"'d social
char,ges of the last f ifty years .

Moore has shown that the life oxpec -

ta'1c'r at birth for a white rrn] e child in 1901 was 48 .23 vear s , and in

1939 was 62 . 60 .

The net gain in 3? years was 14 . 37 years , lar gely the

r osul t of lo1.-1ering of tte neo r:atal death r ate and of the control of
the acute infecti ous diseases .

As we take pride in this accomplish-

rrent of modern rriedicine , we rr.ust l ook at the figures for the other end
of the s cale of life .

Again , Moore has shown t hat in 1901 , the expec-

tar cy for a vhite rr:an at age 60 wa s 14 . 35 , and i n 1939 the comparable
outlook was 14. 36 , a net ga in of one one- hundredth of a year or ;ust
under 4 days .
done .

From these f igures , it is clear that much rewBi ns t o be

The extension of life by increase o.,. expe ctancv 1o r those less -

than 60 is accompanied inevitably bv a shift in the populat ion .

In

1900 , persons 65 year s a nd over .constituted only 4 .1 pe r cent of the
population .

Jv'.:o ore's f igures show that todav they corr.pose about 7 per

cent and he theorizes that bv 19?0 the men and women over 65 will make
up 14 .4 p~ r cent .

Tr is i ncrease of older ind"viduals poses problems not

only to t he physician , but also to t he sociolo gist , economist , a11d industrialist .

( 2)

Two conflicting views are held t oday by students 0f ageing in man .
One considers a geing as an involut ionarr proc e ss which opr-rat~- s cuir:ulatively with t be passage of time and wbich is revealed in different
organ systems as inevitable modificat i ons of cells, t i ssues and fluids;
the other view i nterprets t t e cr.anfc es f ound in aged organs as due to infecti.o cs , t oxins , traurra s, and nutritiona l disturbances or inadequacies
which have forced cells, t issue s and , 1uids to r e spond with degenerat~ve
changes and impa;rments .
As an eloqi ent exr osition o• tbe former idea we rr:av first of all
quote ~1arthin ( 1929) :
The senescent "'rocess is potent i rom +he be ginning , i nvolution is a biolo gic entity eq ually
im~ortant with evolution •.• its pro ce sses are as
physiologic as those of growth •••• It is, theref ore , 'nherer t in the cell itself, an intrins ic ,
inrwrent, inhe rited quality of the germ plasm ,
and no slur or stigma of pathology should be cast
upon t his pr ocess ••.. Sene scencc is due primarily
to Ue gradually weakening ""nerg-y cha rge set in
action by the moment of fertilization .
The co ntrarv conception may be expressed in t he words of Tilney
( 192?):
No evidence thus far adduced is sufficient
to convince us t hat ttere is such a thing as a
strictly old brain . The brain in aged people may
pr esent certain morbid changes , but trese ar e in
tr eir t urn incident to many pathological assaults
upon t he ti csues sustained during life wr ich , in
some indi v i duals mor e, in others less , are in a ll
alike the consecuence of infections, intoxications, or other morbid ~nf l uences .... All of this
i s a strong argument in favour of the theory
which holds old age in the bra in , as in other organs , to be the result of life's successive and
cumulative intoxications .••• According to this
view, old age has a pat bologica l backrround . It
arises fro m definite conditions which may be combated or corrected.

(3)

In order to present this the s is on t he process of ageing i n a
logical manner , I have e lected t o elevate the : irst section to a consideration of the biology of ageing .

In this portion will be found

t he i mportant historica l milestones t hat t ave develo pec into the pre sent s t atus of t he problen .

This section has also been intended to

effect an aco, aintance with a ge ing in i ts broad ec t aspects .
In the section on tte physiological- anatomy of a ge ing , I have
atte:rpted t o carry out discussions and evalua tions of expPrirr:ents ,
tho,.1ght s and ob servations t ha t contribute to our knowledge of the
ageing of eacb organ system of the body .

The processes included in

this section a re those which are gene ral7y accepted as universal in
occurrence and are expe cted to be f ound in ever'T agein _ individual.
It was my ho pe to det,, -rrr:ine in tr i s r anner whether cer.J. ain chanr es
of the organ sys to s mi zht cl efinitclv be a scribed to physiolo gical
or patr ol o~i cal causes .

For instance, t he a ge ing of the cardiova s-

cular system was t reated on in t his section , not with t he intention
of i m""'l ving t hat its de §"enera tive age changP s are ph1rs io::!.ogica l s i mplv because t hev a r e un iversa l in occ Jrrence , bnt rather to disc us s
the changes in the licht of rrodern investigat i ons and moder~ trend s
of t ho ught .

Indeed , ph;vsiolo gy and pathology s r em so closely inter-

weaved when cons i dering a geing of th

0

organ °,ystems tha t the subject

niatter mav well be termed patholo gical physiology .

Tr e severe di-

lemma one encount ers trying to separate physiolog'cal and patholo gical changes with ageinf will be quite evide r t on these pages of the
thesis .

By presenting the anatomic ~l cha nge s in con ; unction with the

phv sio lo gical , we are able to a ppre ciate the characteristics of ageing
as they actually exist , for by this , we cor r elate structure with

(4)

function . However, the pos sibility that the ess ence of both is patholo gical is to be constantlv born in mind.
Empiricallv, I have set aside a special section on the pathology
of a geing .

I deemed t his ne cessar" be cause there exists certain

pathologicaJ conditions , not universal i 11 occur rence , trat may have
a r l a tionship to ar;eing; the primary c0ndit io n we t hbk of is cancer.
0

Furthe r more, the observatio" tha t malignant hvr ertension is often
associated with age ing constantly lurked in the back of rry mind and
often I debated wl' ethe r or not to discuss the cardiovascular svstem
under the patholoey of ageing, rather than with the physio logical
aspe cts.

The essentia l points, i ndicating that ageing is a true

pathological phenomena , will be discussed .

A brief r eview of mea-

s nr es take n to combat age change s in l ater life and therebv prolong
life bv Russian investigators will also be presented .
The section on the chemis trv of ageing granted me an oppo rtunity to eval uate the mw.erous, yet insuffi cient experirrent s, which
tave be en r ndertaken in order to determine the underlying chemica l
c.ban1 es w.b i ch rrany r elieve init iate age i nr .

In . bi ocremical s tudil:"' s

of ageing , we find the most prorrising data which mav ultimately lead
to a prolongat ion of life ; these , too, are presented in this section .
The interpretation and explanation of chemical a~~ing prPsents a
grave problem; however,

ry

discussing the work wt ich ras been done

on this subject in a separate portion , I hope to r eveal its significance as a probable instigator of the structural and functional
phenomena of ageing .
Special sections have also been devoted to t he psychological and
sociological aspe cts of ageing .

That the se two subjects a r P closely

( 5)

related to one another will be evident; that thev a re both dependant
in great measure on the changes described in the previous se ctions
is easily understood .

I have conside red them sep r atelv beca11se I
0

~·eel that they are an intrinsic part of tre ageing process in rr;an and
be cause they enta il some of the most cruci al problcres tI'-at face the
rr.edical profession in its service to humanity .
Finally, I shall devote a section to cer t ain conclusions wtich
I have r eached throup.h assembling and organi zing the data for this
the s i s.

DEFINITION

"What is it to grow old?n --Matthew Arnold .

( 6)

The usual concept of age is t hat of a f ixed , natLlral and irreversible pro cess, chronologicall ,, determinPd by the species of anirral ,
which within certa in fairly c"ns tant limitations terminates in death .
Age ing of the animal organism , of rr,an , commences no t a t forty years
or at s "me other advanced cr r onologica l period but at t:re time the
rrale spermatozoan unites with and fertilizes the female ovu.~ .

Ther e

tten commences a pr ocess of [. geing with tissue differentiatio'1 and
organ forrrcation t owards pr r f ection which culminates f or one period
of thi s process at tre end of gestation .

The organism as an indi-

vidual at birth has so aged througr constructive r rocesses that it
ca,- now atterrpt t o cope with a changing outside Environment and by
cha:1ges within itself , by i:;rocesses of a phv siolo gical order , effect
a functio nal adjus tment , designated an adapted and related life.
There is in such an organism no fixity of intent or purpose Pxcept
to ~ive an animal type of existence .

Later with structural cere-

bral di~f er entiation and t r e acquisition of receptiveness on the part
of such tissue , the qualities of l earning , reason and emotion puide
or fail to guide t his anin:al body in an orderly fashio n .

The dura-

tion of the period after birth for constr uctive a geing towards per fection in adult life not onlv va ries with the species of animal but
with anirrals of the same spe cies .
ilies a ge more r apidlv than others .

In th e ca se o- rran , certain famTbey r Pach

aturit v more rapidly

anr· retrogressive chaEge s supervene at relatively ea rlier age periods .
There is , however ,

"O

understanding a t present of thr diffe r ences in

the constitution of the tiss'J es of such farr:ilies which determine the
advent a~d the rapidity o+ the ageinf process .

Tt e life span afte r

(7)

birth f urnishes a period for constructive ageing to ad ulthood at which
time the i ndividual should have reached an hypothc cated normal as a
balanced and related life.

So , too, the individual having reached his

summit of constructive develo prrent , begins thP- descent towards senili ty .

Th is age change also commence s at dif ferent chronological periods .

Here , the biocbemical , physiological and anatomical tendencies are awav from the normal .

The trend is not for life, it is against it .

So , age and t he processes constituting it should be seen and appreciated as living, fluid , elast ic states of give- and- take for the sake
of adjustment as an organisrr passes through its life span with those
changes indicative of a geing being in som0 measure manifestations of
an attempt of such an organism, man , to effect a wo rking adaptation to
these years .

THE BIOLOGY Of AGEING
"And so from hour to hour we r ipe and ripe , And then frorr- hour
to hour we rot and rot , And thereby hangs a tale"-- Shakespear e .

( P)

Having now introduced and defined the issue I wish to present,
it is of great importance Uat we r eview the historical developrrents
that have led t o our present concepts .

It goes wi tro 11t saving that

observations of ag, jng and the termina tion of li1e have stimulated
t he i magjnation of poets and philosophers throughout thP ages .

However ,

tbe first actual attempts to arrivP at a conclusion in explanation of
the phenomena of ageing were rrade at the beginning of the present century .

These st .1dies were chiefly concerned with the biology of life,

growth and death; and so as we consider the biology of age ing , we are ,
at thP same tirre, essentia llv r~viewing the historical evolution of
knowledge t t at l eads

lJ S

up to the present course of investigation and

thought .
In 1908 and 1913 , there appeared certain investigatjons of Minot
in which he , with great wisdom and breadth of understanding , as was
his custom, emphasized the early da t e at 1,l 'hich ageing commenced , the
association of this state with cell di ±ferentiation , and its constant
association with morphological cell chan'-·es designated by him as a pro cess of cytorrorphosis .

He cited various examples of differentiation

or specialization in t he tissues of the body ; for example , the contrast
that exis ts between the embryonal syncytiurr and the adult nerve cell
with its axons , de~c rites, tigroid bodie s, Schwann's sheath , constrictions of RanviEr and in some ca ses a myelin sheath .
In place of uniformity, there is now diversity ; the establishment
of this diversity has been gradually brought about , and that which is
call,c,d developrr.ent is in reality noth' ng more ttan the making of divers i tv out of uniformi t :IT .

In Mi not' s original words , "Differentia-

tion is indeed the funda:,·"" ntal phenon:.enon of lHe; it is the central

(9)

problem of all biological researd , and if we understood ful ly the
nature of differentiation and the cause of it , we should hqve probably
got far alonf towards tte solution o: the final 'Croblerr of the nature
of life itself. 11
After cellular differentiation ras bPen accomplished , a totally
new aspE: ct of cell develo pn:ent presents itself , tr.at which is concerned
with the degeneration of cells .

Minot believed that this is brought

about bv a tendancv to carrv the change vet further and to make it so
great that it goEs beyond pPr fection of structure and deteriorat~on becorres a consequPnce .

Very

1

requentlv it comes about trat the altera-

ti on in the ,tructure of the cell goes so far in adapting it to a
special function that it is unablP to maintain itself in good pl:ysiol ogi cal condition , ad failin r to keec u-r its own nourishment it underf'O P. s a gradual shrinkage wr ich we call atrophy .

A

V f Tv

good illustra-

tion of this , and a most important one , is o: fered us by the changes
which go on in the nerve cells i n extren:e old age .

This was beauti-

fully demonstrated b, Pro:essor Hodge of Cl rk University.

He contras-

ted the nerve cells of the first cer vi cal ganglion i n a child at birth
with that of a man dying of old age at ninety- two years .

He found that

,n the latter the cells tave shrunk a nd no longer • ill the spaces allotted to them , tte nu clei have be come srrall , and have lost thei r conspicuous granulE- s , and the proto plasn: has changed its appearance very
strikingly because there r ave been deposited i n it granules of a pigIDC'nt which impart to these cel ls an app0 ranee verr different frorr that
• hich they r J.d in thPi r maturity when treir functionaJ powers were
0

at a maximum .

This atrophy l:•as r es ulted i11 disintegration of other

(10)

cells; they are breaking down , be inf destroyed , and the res ult oi their
breakinf down will ultima tely be their disappearance .

Yino t illustrated

ye t t wo othe r types of cellula r de ge neration wh ich follow in the wake
of diff erentiation .

The f irst , nec r obiosis , which is seen in the skin

as the living cells migrate outward , die and a re cast off .

The second ,

hypertrophy , which is chara cterized by cellular enlargement and final
d isint.e grat ion .

Before advancing further , l e t us f irs t a dmo ni sh an-r con-

clusions t }at may have already f orrr:ed in our minds .

It is w4 thout

doubt t hat J.'.inot has loosely employed tte terms a trophv and hypert rophv .

As will be seen l ater , it is questionarlr if t:tese processes

occur as a par t of nor1nal age:!..ng .

Y,an:v moder n inve_stigators re ga rd

tJ-,err: a s ePt irely patho lo gi cal processes se en w~th s.geing but not t ecause of it .
According to Minot , after degeneration the r e is one more phase
wrich is need~d to corr:plete t he storv , namely the phase of the death
and f i'lal removal of the cells .

In r an'" ca se s the dead rrate rial is re-

rwved rie rely by being cast off , as j s the case with t bi skin ; and in

the glands of the stoma ch , we find cells cont inually dying , dropping
off f ro n: t he i r place upoG t :b e walls , ard be ing cas t away .
mav al so be removed b:v

Dead cells

er emical proce s se s arid phagocvtosis to which

. etchnikoff has a ttributPd so great an in:portan ce .
Minot concluded that old age is merely the advanced and final
stage of cytomorphosis .

In his opinion old age differs but littl e in

its cytorrorphosis from maturity ; maturity differs ~uch f rom infancv ;
infan c" differs verv much indeed fro m the embryo ; but the errr rvo differs
e normousl~r fro rr t he ge r m in j ts cytorr:orphic con st j tut ion .
Cytomorphos i s , a s outlined by Minot , is t hen a funrlarr enta l law ,

(11)

a comprehensive concept of all the changes which occur in the body; in
fact , it seerrs that no changes are prod ucPd at any period except "n
accordance with ttis genf'ral cytomorphic law .

There is , fi rst the uni

di fe rentiated stage , tl-en the prorressive di ' fe rentiat ion; next there
fo llo•~·s the deg0n.rative change ending in deatr , and last of all, the
removal of the dead cells .

These are the fo ur essential stages of cv-

toffiorphosis which are at f irst vr ry rapid and later be come very slow;
the young change fast; the old change slowlv .
Minot, taking the rate of growth as a f unction of age , seemi ngl y
has proved the enormous age ing that takes pl a ce early
relat i vely small arrount that takes place l ate in life .

7n

life, ard the
He states that

in reality we begin life with a period of extremely r apid decline , and
then end life with a decline which is very slow and very slight .

His

conclusions a r c based upon the pF r centage weight increase of individual
organisms throughout life, "'Ot unon the total weight at progressive age
leve ls .

Al t hou h his wo rk is extr e ly stimul atinv , certainly we can-

not accept it in its ent; rety .

One cannot err:piricall,, take tr.e weight

of organs as tte only function of age ; without doubt , there ar e other
functions of age totally as j mrortant and reveali:-· g , for instance , the
f unct ional abilit" of organs which variouslv may reach a pe~k at different ages in the same individual and in different i ndiv iduals .

Chemi cal

and psycrological sgeing must be considered as well and undoubtedlv do
not run parallel with weight changes in an organism as c my-l ex as rran.
However , for U-e sake of th e historical interest it holds and the
ma[nificent scientific approach it r eveals , l et us review the findings .
Assuming tt en, that the rate of growth is an accura t e index and the only
index of the ageing process, this is tte greatest contribution to o~r

(12)

understanding of the proce ss of rrgeiPg yet to be rrBdP- .

We are forced to

admit also , that, as the rate of growth signifies th~ rate of metabolism
and the vitality of an organisrr , it ttereby ind icates age level s with an
authentici t v not appa rent f ro m tre surface .
In tris studv of growth, JVinot rr.eas'Jred tbe entire weight of the
body of a nirrals which regulate their own temperature i n order to eliminate 0isturbing i acto rs which might affect the r -:.te of growth .

He rea-

soned that if tre r ate of growtr should remain crm stant , it would t ake
an animal at everv age j ust the sarr.e length of t;me to add ten pe r
cent to i ts weight .

So , taking the we i ght a t a given age , and the

weight at th0 next older age f or which the re are observations, one may
calculPte the aver age da ily increase in wei cht f or the period between
the two determinations of t he weight and then express the dailv increase
as a re rc e-ritage of t he weie:ht at the beginning of the period .

In this

way , the dailv percentage increments a re read i ly ca l ~ulated fo r successive
ages .
His results are astounding : he found that wr en g11 i ne a - pigs are
born they a r c vr r v fa r advanced in development , and the act of birth
seelT's to be a phvsiological shock from which the or ganism suffers, and
+tere is a lessening of the power of growth immediately after b irth .
B'1 t in two or three days the voung a re fully r ecovered , and after that
restorat i on t hey can add over 5% to their weight i n a single dav .

But

b;v the time they a re 17 davs old , thev can add only 4%, ad by the time
tr ey a re 24 days old, less thc1.n 3,c ; a t 45 barely over 1%; at 70 still
over 1%; gradually the percentage drops off nearer and nea rer zero which
it clo sel;:r approxi mate s at the age of 240 days .
g ,inea - pi g attains near lv its full size .
male a nd ferr~ l e guinea- pi gs .

In about a year, the

This was proven f or r otb the
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Although .or rr.an, there is not the adequate se ries of statistics
de sir-able , certain conclusions may be reached which are
zing .

1ally ama-

Pq 1

l·inot showed that there is an enormous percentage of growth cur-

ing the f irs t var; an enormous drop during the second; then the slow
de cl i ne; next , tre moderate fluctuation upward with pub rty; and fin0

ally the la st slow disappearance of growth .

Paradoxical as i~ sounds ,

the period of youtl:. is the peri od of most rapid decline; the period of
old age i s that in which decline ~s the slowf st .
Minot's observat :.ons of the growth of tr 0 errbrvo confirl1" s this
statement .

Taking rabbit embryos , he showed that in the period of nine

to fifteen da,,s of i nt ra uterine lif e, the r ahbi ts had , on .:1.n average,
a dded 704 per cent to their wei grt dailv; but in the period of from fifteen to twenty davs, the addition is ve ry mu ch less than t his , only 212
per cent da ily .

By spec'.1lating Uat rarbit s are capable of growing at

l east 1000 per cent a ~ay at the fi rst days of life , and knowing that
the male rabbit eains in onr day shortly after bjrth nearly l? per cent ,
it was concluded that over 98 per cent of the original growth power of
the rabbit has been lost at the time of birth .
How different is this conception of the proce ss of develop~ent from
·,,hat it is commonly held !

"Je over look the fact that th0 progre ss which

each individual makes i ~ the result of accur.:ulation , but a s trat accumulation goes on , out' body seems to becorre , as it were , worn out and
tired .
Of the early development of the hu.'T:an species , t here are f ew statistics .

However, it is stated bv Vi.inot trat f rom the third to the

fo urth rronth of intrauterine life the increase i s 600 per cent of body
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weight .

This may be sharply contrasted with the 200 per cent a dded in

one year after birth .

We need no further evidence to condlude with

Minot that t he power of growth of the individual sha rply falls from
tte time of fertiliza t ion to t he time of vaturity; what important rel a tions t!"'is ho lds to the age i nf process pe r se has ve t to be deter:rrined .
The next step in Mi not 's r ea soning was tha t diffe rentiation of
ce lls is strictly a functi on of their cytopla srr , not of the nucleus, and
that d iffe rentiation s omewrat pa r a llels the r a te of growth in that it
is

normou s early j n life and steadily de crea ses up to and after birth.

He goP s on to state that growth a nd differentia tion of the protoplasm
are the cause of the loss of t te power of growth .
Although early observe rs (r-~inot; Pearl ; Woodruff and Erdmann) believed unicellular organisms t o be immortal, more recent evidence as
po inted out bv Ca rlson shows these lowly cousins to act11ally degene rate with a ge.

This degeneration appears to be in the physiologically

active nucleus, and unle ss tbi s aged nuclear tis sue is repla ced b;v the
r e serve miccronucleus , as occurs in conjugation and endomixis , decline
and death of these unicellular organisms s eem inevitable .

This is, in

princi ~l c , not so different from sexual re production and death of the
soma or body i n the highr r ani rr.als , and it rrost certainlv refutes the
statement of Minot .

Tha t death is the culminatio n of cytomorphosis

and thP inevitable conclusion of differentiation i s a ve ry debatable
question in the light of investigations showing t hat undifferentiated
unicellJlar organi s~s also degenerate a nd die with age .
Let us now in passing make mention of Minot's "Law of Genetic Restriction" in which he states that once a cell has progressed and is
different i a t ed any d istance, it rrav progressivel y pass on in that gen-
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eral direction , but it cannot revert back to becorre less differentiated .

This law is :-:ot consistent with ·nnot ' s own description of rejuv-

enation of tr e ovum after ff-rtilization whPrein tl e ovum transforms
from a develoomentally old structure to a developmentally young struct ure bv cleavage .

FurthP r more ,

rr did not take into considPration the

possibility that tte formation of malignant tumors depends on the reversion of differentiatPd cells to undifferentiated forms .
It is with great interrst that we look upon tbe conclusions of
Minot .

They may he surr.marize0 in what Minot termed the four laws of

age : first, rejuvenation deprnds on the increase of thP nuclei and a
relative decrease o ~ tte cytoplasm; second , senes cence depends on the
increa ~e of the cytoplasrr , and on the diff0rentiation of tre cells ;
third , the rate of growth depends on the degree of senescence; fourth ,
sene sce:1 ce is at its maximum in the verv young stages , a· d the rate
of senescence diminishes with age .

These conclusions have not been

proven nor Lave thev be en difinitely dispr oven .
as

A.

At best , they serve

backcround upon which the ageing nrocess rr.ay be studied and are

essentially ne cessarv to any discourse wrich treats 0n senes cence .
We must not underestirrate t ht greatnes s of Minot, his foresight, and
the influr ~ce he has held on the course o~ invrsl igatioPs which tave
attempted to shed light 0n the darkne ss of our knowledge of the nrocess of ageing .
The next important contribution to the biology of ageing was mad e
by r~etchnikoff in 1910 .

He disputed the treory of Pi not and tre

teactb.g s of Weisrr.an11 which explained ageing by the limitation in po wer of cells to reproduce.

In hi s book , "The Pr olongation of Life" ,

he states that as hairs and nails continue to grow in senilitv and
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as brain cells do not r eprod1J ce even in birth , there is no reason to
ass ~me that ageing and cellular reproduction have any definite relationship .

He explained a geing by a process of phagocytosis through

which the various cells of the body were progressively de stroyed; a mong other exampl e s, he gave the case of tbf' centr al nervous svstem
where t he nerve cells are destroyed by neuronophags:
His wa s the f irst conception that life might be i ndefinite-y pro longed; that disease was the most important factor in producing agei ng and shortened life .

It was his belief that the intPst:inal flora

was a 'l i mportant cause of senilitv and that proper hygiene was the
greatest factor in prolonging life .

Again , we IPav appreciate the far

reach ing infJ uence which the teachings of ~etchn:ikoff have held .

Even

today, t he greatest conflict between the students of ageing lies in tre
orif: inal be liefs of W not and Metchnikoff and the question of wtether
age ing is a normal, irreversible process or whethe r it is a patholo. gical, rewrsibJe proc-? ss con stantl v arises.

The numerous student s of

Metchnikoff are expanding 1.r nd propounding his teachings at the present
time; their outstanding exponent is the Russian pathologist , Bogomolcts ,
of whom we sl:.all hear rr:ore when we consider the pathology of ageing .
Korenchevsky, also a student of Fetc hnikoff , was considerably influenced by him.
In 1915, there appeared a very important contribution to the existin

Knowledge of tre ageing process .

on sene scence and r ejuvenescence .

This was tr·e treatise of Child

In contradistinction to Minot , Child

believed in dedif'ferentiation , a process of loss of di f ferentiation , of
apparent simplification, of return or approach to t r e embryonic or undifferentiated condition.

As stated by Child, t~e facts indicate that
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the garretes or sex cells are very highly specialized and differentiated
cells a nd that early embryonic developrrent is essentially a period of
dedifferentiation and rejuvenescence .
Vi ewed fro m this standpoint , life is tre n really a cyclical process a s it a ppears to be .

The organism rrows , diffe r entiates , and ages,

and these processes lead through reproduction to r r duction , (: ediffPrent i a tion, and rej uvenescence.

No part of the organism r errains perpe-

tually undifferentiated or per petually young .

The young organism a -

rises f rom the old and the youne; becomes old avain .

Bis concept s of

r r ductio!l and dedifferentiation a re the conce pts whi , h enable us to see
be,rond the greet f r ontiers o r-ened b~ 1-!i no t.
He define s reduction as the breaking down and eliminating of materi a l pr eviously a ccu: ulated in contras t with the adding of ne w rrate rial.
He stated that anv consideration of tle problem of growth whi ch does
not take int o a ccount the process of reduction is i ncomplete and tLat
of his experirrents , those dealing with reduction were the Yost s i gnifi cant.

His experirrents showed the asso ciation, on the o~e hand , of

physiological r ej11venes cence with reduction , and , on the othPr, of senesc ence with growth and differentiation.

This demonstrates that re-

juvenescence ~sno t necessarily associated with reproducti on , but also
constitutes a positive experi ental foundation for a phvs iolog.i cal conception o i tre ctanges with ageing .

From his experirrents , it was evi-

dent that in the organism in which diffe r entiation h.a s begun and is
progressing the addition of substance brings about in some way a decrease i n Yetaboli c r ate and so a decrease in the capa city for furthe r
gr owth and develo pment, while the removal of substance b-, starvation increases the rate of rr etabolisrr and so the capa city for growth a '1d
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development.

Child state s that from a r advanced physiolo gical a ge it

is possible to brinf organisms ( is experin:ents were conducted with
Planaria) back practically to the beginning of po s t - emt ryonic life bv
forcing ttem to use up and e lirr.inate the substance which they have a ccu.,ulated during post- en:brvon ic r rowtr and develo pment .
In this way , Child somewhat arbitrated th~ views of Minot and Metchinkoff .

Whil e acce pting the associa tion of differentiation with aee-

ing on the one hand , he believed that life coul d be prolonged by reduction on the other .

However , the experirre nts of Child a re by no,

means not open. to criticism .

It is t o be noted especjally that his

work was done witr Planaria , a genus of the phylum Platyhelminthes .
These organisms do not regulate their own body tempPrature and this
was one of tbe primJ. ry considera tions of Minot when he began his stud ies .

This forces us to ask if his conclusions arP applicable to agring

in war- blooded organisms or if the process of reduction can even occur
in the hi ghl y diff~rentiated forrrs of life .
que stion and one which will be

r1 ifficul t

This is certainly a moot

to answer .

In the following

paragraphs , the pure ly s pecula t ive conclusions of Chjlrl will be cited .
Al though they go f a r in an swerinf the que stions t hat arise fro m his
experiITents , it is to be remPmbered t t a t these conclus i ons therr, selve s
are not based on experirr enta l fact .
Child concludes t r.at in r an and U ·e higher anin .ls , s enescence
results in death , which is the f inal stage of nro gressive development .
This characteristic is connected with thP evolutionary increase in the
phvs iolo gical stability. of the proto plasrri. c substra+um and Ue higher
degree o-.- individuatio

1

whi ch r e sul ts f rorr· it .

As t-'. i not attempted to

prove t hat dedifferentiation doc s not actuallv occur and tlat regener-
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ation t akes its origin fro ~ cells or parts of cells which hav~ never
undergone differentiation , so Child states that some dPgree of rejuvenescence oc curs in !T'an , and c ifferr nt tissues differ as regards their
capacity for rejuvene scence, the central ne r vous system bein[ apparently
least capable of r egressive change s .

This characteristic of the ner-

vous system , he believes , suggests the probability that the natural or
phvsiolo gi cal l ength of life fr rran is determined primari'y bv the length
of life of the nervous system and that phYsiological death is prirr.arily
the death, as tbe final stage of senescence , of the nervous system .
Physiological or natural dPath is not soinPthing which ras originated in the course of evolution fro m t t e lower to t he hi ghe r forms .
All organisrr.s, r rom thP lowest to tte highest , fro m the simplest to the
rrost corr plex, undoubtedlv die of old age , unless senescence is compensat ed bv r efuvenescence .

In the lower forms the death po int rr,av never

be attained under the usual conditions because the low stability of
tre substratum and t t e consequent low de gree of individuation permit
tte fre quent occurrence of a high degr ee of rejuvenescence .

In the

higher forms death becomes inevitable and necessary be cause the capacity for rejuvenescence is li:cited bv the greater stabi lity of t he subs tra t un: .

I or his hi f h df,g r ee of individuation man pavs the penalty

of individual de Bth, and the conditions and r rocesses in the human organism which lead to death in the end are the conditions and pro ce sses
wr ich make rr an what he is .

The advance of knowled ge and of experimen-

tal technique mav rr.ake it possible at some future t ime to bring about
a greater degree of re juvenesce ce ano reta rdation of senescence in rran
1

t r· an is now possible , but considering the protoplasmic substratum of
man as the result of millions of years of evolutionarv equilibration ,
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one cannot but adrrit that this task mav prove to be onP of considerable
difficulty .
Clild' s words are magnificent .

In them we can see the cold scien-

tific thought of lfinot and also the profound expectations of Metchnikoff .

If their do nothiw elsr , the•- sc t the stage and open the cur-

tains for a grPa t amount of scieDtific endeavor .

~e will see l ater on

that these spe culations indeed posse s s the possibili t •r of fulf illr-en t
and in the minds of sorre a re g_lread~r fulfilled .
This takes us up to the work of Pearl which appeared in 1q22 .

In

co trast to .Mi not and Child who attributed to cytomorphosis the greatest
significance in bringing about senescence and death , Pearl believed that
cvton:orphos is rr.a, perhaps be more j ustly considered as onE' of the rr..orpholo gj cal results of senescPnce ratter than its cctuse .

Ee firmly ac-

cepted the irrmortalitv of unicellular animals , and concluded t:rat senesce•0c e and .natur al death are not a necessarir or inevitable consequence
of life but that they are tl-e product of prorressive evolut ion--the
price we pav for differentiation and specialization of st ructure and
function .

This conclusion indicates logicall•r , in the case of man ,

the great irr:porta ,1 ce of a quantitativr- analysis of the manner in whi ch
different parts of the bodv break down 9.nd lead to death .

Pearl goe s

on to state that such an analvsis , car efully worked through , demonstrates
that this breaking down ~snot a haphazard process , but a hig}lv orderly
one resting uoon a funda~ental biological basis .

Fe veytures furthe r

that the progress of the basic tissue elements of tre body along theevol tionarir pa. tr.way appears to be an important factor in deterrr.inir.g
the time when the organ systems in which ttey a re chiefly involved shall
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break down and that those organ systerr-s that have evolved fa rth0st a way frorr origi r~l pri itive condit ions are the soundest and mo st re s istant , and wear the longest under the strain of functioning .

In other

words , t he most specialized cells a re better adaoted for l ong life in
the rr eta zoan C' r ganisrrs .

This leads to Pis s ec,· nd conclusion tha t it is

the way potentiall '' i :- mortal cell s are put together in mutuallv dependent organ systems that immediately determine s tl,e time relations of
the life span.
The se conclusions of Pearl rr:us t be' shar plv censured.

In the f irst

place , the immortality of unicel lula r organisIP s has not been proved as
was me ntionPd earliPr in this paper; in +-act, n:ore re cent evidence
shows that t hey too degenerate \.Ji th age ( Ca rlson) •

Secondly, it do e s

not seem to ne ·U at tbe cells in r.- etazoans which have evolved the fa rthest a r e necessarily the soundest and rro st resistant .

Certainly the

cells of the central nervous sys terr are ver,r hif hly spe cia lized and it
was Chi ld who i nfPrred that these same cells s et the limit of the physiological life span of r;-an.

Yet Ue se cells are presunablv i ncapable

of reprod··ct:ion a nd it r.a,r well be in view of this , tr.at Pearl a ss11JTed
thP resistance of eact individual cell to ~e fa r gre ~ter then any cell
whicr i s capRble of re production.
There are two rrore i mpo r tant concept ions whi ch we gain from the
wri ting of Pearl.

Tr c . irst of the se i s tha t rerecity is the primar y

and funda-rrental de t orminer of the lengtr· of the sran of life.

Tr e se-

cond , that envirom.ental circurrrstances plav their part in determini ng
the duration of lif e largely , if not in principle entirely , by infl uencini; the rate ·,t which the vital patri mon:,r is spent.

If we live r apidly,
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our lives rr.ay te rr.ore int,resting, but tr e•.r will not be so long .

The

fi rst of these points we will not question; it appears to be true even
frorn our own corr:mon observations .
cure footing .

The :;econc , oint rests on less se -

The fact appears to be that he reditv determines the a-

rc.ount of capit<tl placed in the vital bank upon which we draw to continue
life, and which when all used up spells death; while envirorurnnt, using
the term in the broadest sense to include hahits of life as well as
prvsical surroundings, deterrr.ines the rate at which drafts are presented and cashed .

These observations of Pearl have considerably enlar-

fed our view of the biology of ageing.

For the first time, the effects

of heredity and e nvironment on ageing were presented .

Although tre re-

l a tionship of environrrent to age'rg was left as an nncertain issue, the
i rlea itself' opened an extremely promising field for both statistical and
experi mental research .
We may now pass on to more recent wo rks of tr_e student s of ageing .
It is interesting to note that these writers are not as prone to make
conclusions as were the former .

It seems that as knowledge of the age-

ing process accu.rrulates , we a re be coming less sure and rrore doubtful ;
co 6nizance of tre deceptiveness and broad i wplications of the ~roblem
forces one to hesitate before jurrping to c~nclusions .

Although the re-

cent wo rks are less stimulating , thev are well based in sound s cientific
fact and extensive experimentation .
In 1937, a book by Lecomte du Ifouy was published in which he disc~s sed the duration of life .

He uniter the ~deas of life and time and

introd1ced the ohenomenon of physiological time as contrasted with physical time .

Phvsiological time was the expression of certain intrinsic
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Changes within a system , narrely the systellis of the body .

Phvsiologi-

cal time was est i mated in two different wavs : b-r the rate of wound healing, and by chemical change s taking place in blood serum.

The first

method was invented bv Lecorr.te du Nouy in the laboratories supported
by the Ro ckef eller Institute in Fr a.nce during the first World War, while
he was studving tte r epa ir of wounds .

A constant ·relat ion was found to

exi st between the velocity of wound healing and th~ age of tre patient .
} ro m the mathemqtical f ormula expressing the repair of tissues , Lecorr.te du Nouy ext racted a constant, which va riPs f rom 0 . 4 for a child of
ten ve0. rs to O.OP fo r an old man of sixty .
detected bv rate of heali nf .

In this rranner, age can be

The other method, much le ss precise , is

based on certain changes that take place in blood serum .

During the

cour se of life, it wa s f ound t~at blood serum progressively acquires
tte power of a rresting the growth of tissues when they are cultivated
in vitro.

Lecorr:pte du Nouy then concluded that tr is ch!:mge is r,ro-

bably responsib 1 e for tre decrease, in function of age , in ve:re>city of
the repair of a wound.
I have chosen to elaborate on the blood serum changes with age under the heading, "The Biochemistrv of Ageing" , for i n, my mind it is essentially a biochemica l phenomenon.

When we a rrive at that portion of

this paper, we will find that the greatest s tare of this work ha s been
carried out br Carrel and Ebe ling.

It is mentioned here ma inly be-

ca'J Se of its clo se relationship t o Lecompte du Nouy 1 s description of
phvsiological time .
When long ago , Minot found that the Younger an animal is, the more
ra pi d is the rate of age ing , we ~i r ht have infe rred t hat physiolo gi cal
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time has a much I reater veloci~,r in youth than i n old age.

But we would

have remained ignorant of the ext ent of t t ose differences .

Their numer-

ical value bas now bee n determined bv Le comte du Nouy .

He has shown that

the rate of tissue repa ir is five times slower at the age of sixty tr.an
at the age of ten .
From her e , t he work of Lecompt e du Nouy takes on a philosophical
note .

The si gnificance of the time of a clock depends naturally on the

cha r a ctPristics of physiolo gical time .

Wt.en compared with ph;'rniologi-

cal time , physical t ime lose s its uniforn value .

Aga in , the knowledge

of the characteristics of phys iological tirr.e teaches us that , at t he
end of lif P. , a;:-e i ng i s verv slow .
ent tPmporal worlc s .

Parents and children live in differ-

They a r e separate -1 by a gap that ofte, is too

large :.o be bridged, even by illusions .

The knowledee of r h•rsiolo gical

time i s eq 1ivalent to tte knowledge of life itself , because t i rr.e cannot be separ ated f rorr life .

The dee per this knowledge, tre rrore suc -

cessful will be our a pproach to the rr.yste r,, of ourselves .
It i s Pasv to dete rmine fro r this t ha t our s tud" of t r e biology of
a ge "ng is beco~ine of definite prac tical value .

Its pr ofound ties with

tte sociology and philosophy of life a r e no1,r app~,;.rent .

Eow inspiring

it is t t at the origina 7 findi nes of Mi no t and Child are being appr oved
bv rr:odP r n thought to this extent !

The socialization 6f tr e

j

ndivid1Jal

as physiological t i me pr ogr e sses ~o st certa inly bears a r elat ionship t o
're social ization of the cells wh ich ma ke up the human body a s its develonment progresses .

This concept of socia lizat .;on of the cells of

tte ht~ian body ~s the e~bryo devPlops is r e ca lled f rom a lecture delivered by Dr . La t ta at the University of Nebr ~ska Co l lege of ¥.edic i ne .
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In this lecture , he pointed out t }at tl:e cells of the bodv are individual social units and may be compared to the individ· als wrich go to
rrake ~pa communitv .

Each cell and Pach individual is craracterized by

special adaptibilitv and through it hecorres dependent on other cells .
This "division of l abor" is craracterized b" an i ntegration system,
a transportation systerr , a power system , a syst~m f or nourishment , a
S''Stem for protection , a sewage system , ancl finally and most important ,
a systew f or reproduction .

This socialization , too , is ageing , which

is first rranifested by diffPrentiation and spe cial ization , and then fo llowed by degeneration a nd ultimate death .
In mv own mind , tl:i s concept i s of profound importance to our understanding of the process of ageing .

Social ization of the indivjdual

appears to be depPndent on the socialization of each cell within the
indj vicl,al ' s ,_ ody .

On the one hand , we deal with phirsiolog:l cal time;

on the other , with phvlogenetic time .

This illustrates Le compte du

~ouy ' s idea of the inseparability of tirre and life and associates i t
with Latta's concept of the socialization of the body .
At the present tirre, there is perhaps no greater authority on the
processes of ageing than Dr . E. V. Cowdry .

Pe has realized the impor-

tance of the problem and constantly stresses the inadeauacv of present
knowledge .

In his Esti~2 t~on , one of the most important questions is

the pe rcentage of total body cells \..'hich are new in a man with Pach
succeeding yea r of life .

Some kinds of cells are r vident~v r eplaced

thousands of times in the human life span , others hunc'l reds of times and
still otrers not at all .

He states that uDtil all the replacement cells

can be classified in sequence from the hifhest to the l owest rate of
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turn over, ignorance ~rill persist relat i ve to a funda~ental biological
phenorr.enon .

Some of ttese replacements lag and fa il with advancing vears ,

while others continue unto death with little or no deprec iation .
Of those cells which a re not repla ceable , we f i rst think of nerve
cel ls be cause no new ne rve cel l s a re f'o r mecl a ft e r about one yea r of age.
Cowdr v states that a conservative ca lculqt ion indicate s that their lives
are approximately 2,190 times as l ong as those of the leukocyte s and in
some casrs vr ry much ~ore .

Hea rt muscle cells, having lost their power

of mult iolication early , are also very long lived and are usually list ed a s no n- r epl aceable .

Voluntary ~11scle cells , certain cells of the

retina a , d several others coire into this group .

But the pPrcentage of

to tal hodv cells t hat a re not replac eable is not known .
In the body , nature provide s s ur pl use s of cells both repl a ceable
and non- re placeable .

Data are almost enti re ly lacki ng as t o the size of

these sur pluses and their fate as old age creeps on.

There is evidence

of ::-ro eressive decrease in the nur1.b e r of certain tvpes of nerve and muscle cells and Cowdrv believes tha t this pro gressive depl etion of such rese rv~s
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be an i m~ort ant and gene r ally oper ative factor in ageing . Evi-

dence for depr ecir1t::.on in the qual it•r of cells is not so widespread in
the bo...iv but frequently the long lived , non- replaceable cells a ccumula te
pigments , lipoids and various ot he r re l atively ina ctive materia ls which
s~ggests a diminut ion i n fun ctional vigor (Cowd r y ) .
f r o~ Cowd rv we learn that ageinf- is no t r rstri cted to the living
compollr nts of the r,ody .

Inanimate pdrts , which include a ll- non- cellular

constitur nts of the body plus the dead cell s, i. e ., red blood cells,
also cl.ange 1,•ith time .

Cowdry implies that possibly as much as half of
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the body i s dead but whether t t is f r a ction increases with age cannot be
answered .

Dent'.3.1 enamel , once formed , can never be r eplaced .

Kept in

c ondit ion bY the f luids of the rr.outh i t is well s1J ited to continued use
through the yea rs .

But if the enarr:el deterior ates , aeeing may then be

ta s t ened b" inadeq1.:ate chewing and Ue resultant . ault" nut r i tion .
White connective ti ssue f ibe rs can be for, ed as long as life lasts
but replace~ent is inadequ~te be cause the old f ibPrs a re not removed in
an order-y wav and t end , by re ma ining , to clog the vital n:a chinery .
Cowdry believe s that b,, measur ing the tota l incr ease in volume of the fi be rs and by determining the organ and t iss11e diffe renti':lls , a n i mpo rtant approact to Ue pr oblerr of ageing will rave be en rrade .

His de scrip-

tion of the res ults of ageing in the yellow , elasti c connective t issue
"" i ber s are mo re tragic than t l'at of the wl i t e f ibers .
the elasticity of t issue s .

Upon therr depends

Kew elastic fibers can be and are develop-

Ad in a kind of furtive way even in very advanced years , but aga in the
rr~e chanisrr of re placement i s al to gether inapnropria te .

T:te ol d ones , ha v-

i 'lg nartly or wholly lost the ir elastici t,, and to sorre extent their a r chitectur al a rrangement , clutte r up the t i ssue s and tre new ones do not
prope r l y take their place .

Ag~i n the change takes place in ~iffe rent

volumes and a t differe11t r ates in differe -1t l ocalities .
Anothe r factor ~n ageiPg described by Cowdry is the sr ift in dist ribut i on of mineral salts , pa rticula rly o:f cc, lcium .

These tend to leave

the t ones and to accu.,uL.i.te in other tj ss 1J1 s including th WBlls of blood
ves s els .

Conscr uentlv the bones which should be strong a'td rigid a re

weah-ned , and the ves sel walls which should bP el asti c and vieldi ng are
stiffened .

(2?)

Cowdry describes rrany other alterati ons of the bodv with age .

Ea ch be-

trays an increasing inbalance, a curious indecision , a l rss regnlated
reravio r, which i s probabl" not lackinr in the deep- lying , hidden tissues .
Pe roes on to state tr.at agei' g is not s i mplv a casP of thF wearing out
of the boclv in the continu'.:l.l adjustment to alt,- r ations in the eYternal
and int ernal environrrents whlch shapes indiviru3.l life but also that
he r editary factors a re important .

He cites the e!rbrvologist , St reeter ,

in the leli uf ttat there is an egf- de+er ined life span and an Pggdet ermined vitality of individual organs .

Ee also believes that the

principle fac tor productive of prer.o.at·J re ageing and death of individuals ,
hereditari-ly equipped f or longe r us efulness , is cont inuance of unabated
nervous drive .

This , he states, is terminated in disease of the cardio-

vasc ular- r enal corr.plex .

These conclusions remi nd us of the former deci-

sions of Pearl : that heredity is a most important factor in ageing and
that environment is also a factor, but of less definite involvement .
Although Cowdry has elaborated extensively on the effects of aceing ,
he has done little to determine or estarlish proof of the causes which
mirht bring about these effects .

However , his contributions to the sub-

ject are sound and "bear little criticism .

According to him, investi ga-

tion of the process,=,s of ageing has barely been commenced .
niques are avai 1 ablP , yet rave no t been apr li ed .

Many tech-

Fis writings mark tte

end of advances which have heen !Eade in the h 'o lo1zy of ageinr, .

Thev

also lead us in logic,11 :fasr· ion to a consideration of ageinr as it pertains rrore specifically to rredicinf and the basic sciences of medicine .
As I bring to a close this r umination of thP biolo gy of age ing , it
is ry hope that through it ve have acruainted ourselves with the prohlerr.
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at hand f rom a broad point of virw and also exposed the historical deVPloprr ent o f' thE' proc lerr .

If that has bP-en accorr,plished , we will now

be able to pursue rr:o re specific directions in discu"'sing the process
of ageing .

I

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY OF AGEING
11

11

A fair fac e will wither; a full eye will wax hollow --Shakespeare .

(30)

Is there a normal physiological senescence with a gradual decline
of the organism which produces increasing weakness and disability , intrinsic in origin , involutionarv in n°ture , a :1d ultimately resulting
in death?

Or are t:be changes incident to tr e ageing process 'l.nd ul-

timate death invariably the result of. factors essentia11y extrinsic ,
narr_el" the toxins , i r.fe ctions and-other disease processes, inirr..ical enviroment , faulty habits , ar.d traunata to which the individual has been
subjected?

In otr·er 1;10rds would rran, assuming an ideal heredity and in

contact with only an ideal environment , live on indefinitely achieving
individual biological imrrortality?

Scientific students of tre problem

differ, and the genesis of senescence is, in tre present state of out
knowledge, a rr;oot question .
Warthin holds that senescence is phvsiological, inevitable , inherent in the cell itself , and constitutes the rr,ajor involution of the life
span .

On the other hand , Tilney , in discussing the ageing of the human

l::rain , holds that ageing is essentially patl~ologic .

In the mind of

Carlson we are not in a position to determine to what degree the changes
in the rr.a chiner,r of the body , which parallel advancing age , are cue to
tre genetic constitution of tre individual and the species , that is , to
the ageing process per se , and row much are due to the accidents of
living .
As regards the life span of the species , :mdoubtedly the genetic
constitution plays the prir'ar,r role .

There is also growing evidence that

the hereditarv c~nstitution is also a factor of the life span of individuals within the species and furtherrr.ore , this also appears to be t r ue
for the life span of irdividuaJ organs in tre individual (Carlson) .
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The life span of thn organ systems of trc bod~r is presumably de termined ~v the phvsi, lo gi c time clock , perhaps parti~ular gPnes of the
he redita rv constitution .

However , when we consider the total organ sys-

terr: of the body, the slowing up of functio n or the i n:pair i:-e nt of function
is on t he whole so gr adual (at least in all case s where the life of the
ind ividual is not specificallv terminated hy overwhel ming accidents in
individual organs such ~s rr.al i gnant growths , gastric ulcer , pneumonia ,
t ube rc· l osis, ne r hritis or arteriosclerosis) that it he corr:e s 'Jractica l lv i mpossible to separate the f actors of ageing from trose of irrpa i r ment due to t he accidents of disea se .
Despite this discursive and disappoint ing int r oduction , we are able
to enume r ate tte following principle age change s in t he physiolo gy of
rr.an , appea ring a t different age l evel s in the individua l and in the or~an systems of tre individual .

The univPrsality of trc se age changes,

even in individual pe rsons , whosP he r Pd itary constitutions have been
abl<' to meet the acciderts of living for one hundred or more vears , renders it highl y probable that we a re here deal ing with age changes primarily inherent in the constitution of living matter , no rratter J-,ow greatly t.tese changes rray be speed ed uo h:,r the a ccident s of living .
Pro gre ssive age change s , not as yet shown t o bc due to specific disease (ennume r ated by CarJ son) :
1 . Gr adual ti ssue des i ccat ion .
2 . Gr adual retardation of cell division, capacity of cell growth
and t is sue repair .

3. Gradual retarda tion in the r ate of tissue oxidati on (lowering
of the

B. M.

R. ) .
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4 . Cellular atrophy, dege nerat ion, increased cell pigmentation
and fatty i nfiltration .
5 . Gradual decrease in tissue elasticity and degenerative chanpes
in the Plastic conne ctive tissue .

6 . Decreased speed , strength and endurance of skeletal neuromuscular reactions .

? . Decreased strength of skeletal m1Jscle .

P. Pro gressive degeneration and atrophy of the nervous system ,
irrpaired vision , hearing , attention , memory and mental endurance .
It is to be remembered ttat these changes are not listed in the
order of their prirr~ry significance , fo r this is not yet known; nor does

•

the list imply that these are all the change s of senescence.
ready evident tr.at

aw ing
0

It is al-

is a continuous and c •mplex pr ocess , some

changes starting early , others l ater in tte life of tre individual.
That the decline of functions starts in human beings at the latest
at tbe age of 30 and of some functions even earlier is particularly well
s upported by the numerous and convincing observations of Koga and Morant , Huger and Stoessiger and Elderton , J:.':oul , and Page in the Galton
Laboratory for National Eugenics and bv Professor Miles and his co- workers in the dep~rtments of psychology of Stanford and Yale universities .
In the Galton Laboratory about 7 , 000 men and l, P50 warren and in the
Miles' Laboratory about ~20 persons were tested at different ages.

Er -

gograpric exarrination of muscular activity and psycholo gic tests of sensory and rr.ental faculties were performed on these persons , and the res1Jlts obtained at diffr rent ages were statisticallv examined and tabulated .

As a gene ral conclus ion on the basis of the results obtained
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it is possible to state that for rrost of the functions oxaRined a decrerrent set in at least at the age of 30 and in the case of some of the
fac~lties examined at the age of 20 or even earlier .

For example , care-

ful i nvestigation of bone sensibility to vibration

Pearson and also

b)r

b,, Egger has established that this sensibility is greatest in children
and in adoleSCE'·nts .

The :rraximum acuity of audible pitch probably occurs

at the age of 5 to 13 (Koga and Morant; Ruger and Stoessiger; Elderton ,
Moul and Page ; Ciocco).
These results challenge the conclusions of such men as Minot and
Korenchevsky who believe that tre prime of life occurs in early infancy and that the ageing process of "wear and tear" of organs and tissues
starts in all probability in earl~r infancy.

Certainly the pro blem needs

further investigation fro m different angles.

Especiallv it needs t o be

adjusted to the results obtained with psychologic and ergographic technic (that the prirr~ of life occurs in adolescent or early adult life)
and the observations of Lehnen, who came to tre conclusion that the
greatest mental productivity was on the average recorded at the age of
30.
Let us now inspect the ageing process in its relation to the individual organ systems of the body.

We shall rely mainly upon the works

of Cowdry, Carlson and Vest whose recent reports have enumerated and described many changes of the physiological-anatomv of the body which occur as the years advance .

Unfortunately, towever, there are many in-

adequacies of our present knowledge and it must be understood tha t in
many respects these problems are fa r from being closed questions.

(34)

THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
The heart gradually changes from a near central position in the
chest to the left, and from a more or less erect position to one that
is more nearly horizontal.

Instead of atrophy with age , there is, with

advancing years, an actual increa se both in size and weight of the heart,
but this does not mean increased ef ficiency; in fact, it m.ay be secondary to cardiac incompetency.

The heart valves lose thier
pliability and
,.J

show an increase in f ibrous tissue.

Their elastic tissue changes in

quality , and there may be increa sed calcium or cholesterol deposits in
them.

Changes also take place in the endoca rdium; it shows increased

thickness a nd changes of a fibrous nature .

The s t ria ted muscle fibe rs

which constitute the essential bulk of the heart undergo important alterations .

So far as is now known (Ka rsner, Saphir and Todd, 1925) the

number of fibers undergoes no change.
the substance of the muscle.
form the well-known syncytium..

At f irst, individual cells form

Later t hese become modified, coalesce, and
In very yoUJ'g hearts, cross striation is

not as conspicuous as it comes l ater to be.
nuclei , striation begins aga in to disap~ear.

In advanced age, about the
It is as if the spaces

which be c0me vacated, do so to accommodate the develo pi ng lipocr rome
pigment which begins to be laid down at the poles of nuclei in the ea r.

lier decades .
hearts .
a nce.

The reby the term brown atrophy ha s been applied to older

About the time of birth intercalated discs m~ke their appea rThese exhibit a simple structure at first, but later undergo in-

crea sing complexity, being a rranged in very irregula r steps, their direction being not always uniform but changing one or more times as they
traverse a fib er from side to side .
mena is still unknown (Cohn).

The signific~nce of these pheno-
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The coronary arteries undereo changes but not all of them in a
uniform manner .

The rarr.us desce ndens anterior matures earliest .

Change

in the ramus descendens posterior can in f act lag f ive to ten ~rears .

The

most mar ked change characteristic of ageing takes place in the intima.
The process is accelerated in certain locations as , for example , at a
point about a centimeter from its origin in the ramus descendens anterior ,
where calcification and ultirr:ately constriction and thrombosis develop .
The internal elastic lamella splits early in life , the intirr.a undergoing continu~us change until finally it gives the appearance of being
quite disorganized .

The process is one in which pro gressing alteration

in elastic tis.sue and ground substance occur aloniz with the deposition
of chole sterol, and calcium in the form of droplets.

Dnder what influ-

ence these occurrences take place is so far unknown (Ehrich, de la Chapelle , and Cohn, 1931). •
At its maximu~, the heart muscle has increased about twr nty times
its weight at birth , the total area of the arteries only 6 or 7 times.
But if the square (that is, the area of the cross sections of the arteri e s) is raised to the cube ( the volurr,e of the muscle) the correspondence
in dimensions becomes clearer (Ehricl' , de la Chapelle, and Cohn , 1931).
On the functional sides , cardiac irregularitie s, such as premature contractions and auricular : ibrillations, show a tendencv to increase with advancin[ years .

The electrocardiograrr. shows lessened vol-

tage a nd sorre slowing of conduction in old people .
cates some impairment of the conduction system .

This probably indi-

On the other hand ,

there appears to be an increa c:; ed sensitivity of tte carotid sinus and
depressor cardioinhibitory reflex with advancing years .
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The old say i ng that a person i s a s old as his arte ries is still
pa rtly t r ue.

There is decreased el a sticity of t he aorta, decreased e-

lasticit y, inc r eased lipoid depos i ts, and increa sed calcifica tion in all
ar t eries in all people with advancing yea rs.

But these ageing degen-

erations or disea se f actors do not appear t o the same de gree in all arte rie s at t he same a ge in the same individual, or t o the sar.;e degree at
the same a ge in different individuals (Ca rlson).

So here, again, we are

faced with the probl em, how much of t hese arte rial impa irments are due
to ageing perse , and t ow rmch to the a ccidents of living.
Owing to the gradually decreasing a rterial ela sticity with increasi ng a ge, there i s a gradual i ncrease in the speed of propa gation of the
arterial pulse rate f rom an average of little ov"'- r s ix r1.eters per second
at the a ge of twenty , to a round eight meters per se cond a t the age of
sixty.

Pa rallel with these change s in t he structure and f unction of the

blood vesse l s, there is, at l east beyond the age of forty, a gr ddual increase in the systolic blood pressure even in the absence of so-called
essential hypertension and in the absence of an excess r a te of the heart
beat (Carlson).
Wha t the fate of the capilla ries is in the course of lif e is a matter
of very great concern.

However, except for those in t he r enal glomeruli,

which a r e known to atrophy and become hyaline, t he fate of the capillaries is unknown.

The extreme dependancy of all other organ systems on

t he cardiovascula r svstem and t he fact tha t a large pe rcentage of deaths
ea ch yea r a re at tribut ed to it, proclaim its great importance to any
consideration of the proce ss of ageing.
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THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
The salivary gland s definitely atrophv as age ing proceeds .

The

most :::arked de{lenerative changes are found i n the cells lining the intermediate oucts , the cells wh ich secrete most of the water content of the
saliva .

This is believed to account for the lessened volurre of saliva

and tf'e freq uent corr.plaint of dryness of the mouth among the aged .

The

glands show large cells with acidophilic gran~les in the cytoplasm and
"'IVknotic n .1clei.
1

Tl ese cells are ve ry rarely found bPfore maturity but

in the e i ?hth decade are constantlv present .

The amount of ptyalin se-

creted is defini telv dirrinished as ageing proceeds .
The tongue shows a loss of papillae .

Both fun giform and filiform

va rieties are reduced in nun:.ber and the latter may be entirelv lost .
The numbe r of t a ste bulbs after 75 years of age is approxi mately onl y
one- third the nurrber present at 25 with a consequent dirr.inutio~ of
taste (Ves t ) .
Unchallengeable evidence pertaining to the effect of ageing on the
mo rphology of the gastric mucosa does not exist (Ivy) .

However, the

work of Vanzant, Alvarez , Eusterman, Dunn and Berkson on the normal
range of gastric acidity from
ing results .

"OU th

to old age has given n_ore encourag-

Their study was made of data f rom 3, 746 persons in whom care-

f ul examination c id not reveal any disease which could conceivably affect
the muco us membrane or the sPcretory a ctivity of the storrach .

There

was a steady increa se in the incidence of ac hlorhydria frorr, vouth to old
age .

At the age of 60 years 2? women in 100 failed to show free acid on

repeatec1 'ractional analysis, and s i mil a rl v, 23 men in 100 were achlorhydric .

They state trat fre ~ gastric acidity appears to incr ea se
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rapidly from childhood up t o the age of 20 years when adult values are
reached .

About the age of puberty, the average value for boys begins

to rise considerably above that for girls .
We can now say that rr:odal free acidity for men ranges between 45
and 50 units in the years frorr: 20 to 40 .

After this it falls off rapid-

ly to a level of frorr: 30 to 35 units in the aged .
is approximate1'.r 35 units throughout adult life.
slightly after the age of 60 years .

The mode for women
It appears to fall off

The modal total aciditv for women

is practically constant at a level of about 51 units between the ages of
20 and 60 years; the mode for men ranges from 66 at the age of 20 years
down to 56 after the age of 65 vears .

In both sexes the combined acidity

appears to vary but little frorr vouth to old ·age (Vanzant, Alvarez et al.)
These findines are confirmed by Ivy and a]so by Vest .
This data suggests that the process which gives rise to achlorhydria is not the sarr.e as the one that in men after 40 :rears of life produces a gradual fallin~ off in acidity .

The absence of such a gradual

decrease in the older women makes it seem improbable that in either sex
there is a progressive senile atroph·• of the gastric m1Jcosa .
On the motor side of the sto~ach, the strength and rate of contractions of the empty stomach, that is, the so- called hunger contractions,
definitely do decrease with age .

The periods of relative motor quies-

cence of the empty stomach are shorter in the young , becorre much longer
in advancing years , and tre periods of active cont ractions shorten , and
the cont ractions themselves becorr:e fe ebler with advancing years .

How-

ever , this is not significant enough to produce impairment of digestion (Carlson ; Ivy) .
As is true for the stomach , tre secretion of the pancreas is rela-
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tively poor in the infant and increases during childhood.

But, whether

tre secretion of the pancreas declines, as tre weight of the organ apparently doe s after the age of 60, is uclcnown (Ivy) .

There appears to

be no impair ment of pancreatic function which comes about as a part of
the ageing process per se.
While the gross weight of the liver de creases wi th age, at least
from t he fourth to the seventh decade , the present available liver func tion tests do not revPal any impairment with ageing in the absence of
specific l iver disease .

However, ageing probably decreases the factor

of safety of the liver so that it F~y be wore vulnera~le to diseases of
the liver wbich produce death more frequently in elderly than in young
persons.

Carlson and Vest refer to the decrease of vitamin C in both

the pancreas and liver as an accompanying change with increas ing age.
Available data show that the gallbladder of elderly persons, if it
escapes disease, evacuates well .

After pube rtv t he gallbladder of fe-

ma les, except during pregnancy , empt ies ±aster than that of males .

It

would apoear that the factor of pregnancy, which tends f or some unknown
reason, t o cause stasis in the gallbladder, is chiefly responsible f or
the higher mortality of females fro m diseases of the gallbladder (Ivy) .
There is no good evidence indicating that the s~all intestine atroph ies morphologically or functionally with age .
for the colon.

The same may be said

The only evidence indicating th~t a weakening of the

mus cular and elastic tissue of the colon occurs with ,age, is the increased incidence of diverticulosis in elderly persons (Ivy) .
According to Dr. Ivv, "Death in the aged is apparently onlv rarely
due to the wearing out of the organs of the digestive svstem.

In the

absence of gastrointestinal cancer or local toxic or infectious processes,
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the digestive svstem seems capable of functioning beyond the ordinary
life span.n

Even though the consequence of ageing per se in the diges-

tive syste·m is not serious, it is striking that during lifE, symptoms
referable to the gastrointestinal tract occur more frequently than those
referable to any other system in the body.

This is because the alimen-

tary tract is so readily i nfluenced reflexly bv :--ental s tates and by
disease e lsewhere in the body, and because man~T of the symptoms of dist urbance of the t ract are functio nal in nature and tend to respond readily to diet and r e st.
This is pr obably why Josh Billings wrote : n1 have finally kum tu
the konklusion that a good reliable sett of bowels is worth ~ore tu a
man than ennv quantity of bra ins."

THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
Vest has described a progres sive drying and atrophy of the mucous
membrane lining t he upper res? iratory passage which accompanies the ageing process .

He also states trat the olfactory apparatus shows a 70 per

cent atrophy by the age of 75 years.

Other studies bv Ve st show that in

maturity , the larvnx is on a level with the bottom of tre fifth cervical
vertebra, but gradually sinks, reaching the level of the third dorsal in
the seventh decade.

The laryngeal rr1J cosa atrophies ~nd the muscles un-

dergo t he senile changes characteristic of striated rruscle, most complete in the abductors.
come s impaired.

The elastic tissue in the vocal ligaments be-

Due to all these changes the voice becomes quavering

and r. igh-pi tched, the so -called s.e nile voice.
The chest wall gradually becomes less mobile, the respiratory
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excursipn is diminished, the diaphragm gradually re corres lower, and the
vital capacity is diminished, at first slowly, but after 60 years more
rapidly, showing on an average a 50 per cent decrea se- after 70.

There

is an increase in residual a ir and a prolongation of expiration.

The

lungs gradually shift downward as the l evel of the diaphragm be comes
lower, and the bifurcation of the trachea likewise becomes lower.

Be-

tween maturity and sixty , Vest has found that the lower lung border
sinks t he width of one intercostal s oace.
The aged lung is usually dull and grayish in color, does not coll apse so promptly nor so completely as in youth, shows a moderate aveolar emphvserw. in the ant~rior margins , and sorre lessening i n weight and
size .

The visceral pleura is thinned , dry and opaque , and has lost

much of its lustre.
With the enfeebleIT.ent of the cilia a nd goblet cells that occurs in
old age , there is a decrement i n the hroncho-eliminative function .

The

lymphatic tissue in the lung do es not sbow re gression as does lymphatic
tissue els ewhere in the body , but act c.1ally increa ses throughout life
(Vest).

Aside from sorre degree of dehydration tre connect ive tissue in

t re lung undergoes no change with age , but the elastic tissue loses some
of its "life", its a ction is slowed down , and the evacua tion of the air
is l oss efficient .

The respiratorv r ate is lowered and the pain sensi-

tivity is l Pssened probabl v due to the progressive decrease in the myelinated nerve fibers in r oth rlo rsal and ventral roots of tre thoracic
nerves supplying the lung (Vest).

There is little to be found in the lit-

erature that deals with ageing of the respiratory system.
taken a l most entirely from the observations of Vest.
rredicine canno t be denied .

Our rl ata is

Its importance to
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THE URINARY SYSTEM
Oliver observed in the lower vertebrate forms and in the embryonic mammal degenerative changes with ageing of the kidney .

Pe believes

that sene scence in these instances develops as a primary parenchymal involution due to a decrease in the vital energy of the cells .

The in-

volution of the organ is so completely accepted as an int egral part of
the life history that the rrechanism of its destruction by implication
at least is included in the processes of its growth and developrrent .
He goes on to state that if such a primary senescent involution occurs
in the kidney of man, it is obscured and its effects ovErshadowed by
seconda ry tissue cl-anges th 1t develop as a result of the norrr.al ageing
0

of the renal arteries .

Age~ ng of the human kidney becomes therefore a

specia l case of ageing of the vascular systerr: .

However , a possible so-

lution of this antithesis may ultimately be found in a further extension
of those i nve st igations which have shown that the supposed "primary"
structural involutional changes in tte ageing kidney of the embryo mam~al are correlated with the retrogression of blood vessels and the transference of the blood supply to other growth zones.

Vascular alteration

would thus become the determining factor of the senescent change in the
kidnev of botr man and the lower forms .
The kidneys stow profressive reduction in weight after the fourth
decade (Carlson) .

There is a diminution in size of the tubules due ap-

parentlv to a reduction in their epithelial cells .

A mild degree of

vascular sclerosis is present showing a thickening and hyalinization of
the vessel wall .

Some of the glomFruli regress and disappear so that by

70 years of age only two - thirds of the number found in early adult life
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remain (Vest) .

Vest believes that the tendency to fixation of the urin-

ary specific gravity in the aged is due to the fact that much of the blood
formerly passing through the glomerulus now finds its way dire ctly to the
tubule .

Nocturia is usually present and there is a lowered urea clea r -

ance but without an abnormal increase in blood nitro gen .
The kidneys , like the digestive and the cardiovascular system,
serve the entire physiologic e co nomy' of the individual, hence serious a ge
impairment of either necessarily i rr,pairs Ue functio11 of all.

Despite

the secondary renal histopathology of tre ageing man , the kidney usually has sufficient r e serve , in t he absence of specific renal disease ,
to meet tle requirements of t re individual at the age of one hundred
years and bevond (Ca rlson) .
Goldblatt has shown that renal ischemia resulting in hypertension
may determine thP entire course

of senescence .

Is this renal ischemia

initiated or merelv aggravated bv the a ccidents of living , that is, is
it an unavoidable turn of the renal time clock of the individual?

The

fact that some individuals can reach the age of ninety to one hundred
years without sufficient renal ischemia to induce hype rtens ion would seem
to indicate that the accidents of living are by themselves not a sufficient cause for ttis type of renal fa ilure .

On the other hand , the ren-

al ischf:mia may be secondar,r to heredity and furtherrrore not all individuals meet the same accidents of living .

But it is clear that this

serious affliction of the renal life link, by inducing chronic hypertension and further impa_irment oi the circulation, will seriously accelerate the depletion of reserves in all other organs and not only shorten
the life span but seriously weaken the life of tre aged , vears before
the death of the individual .
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THE ENDOCRINE SYSTEM
The leading authority in the wo rld today on the endocrine system
and its relation to the process of ageing is Carlson of the University
of Chicago.

In view of this and because it is necessa ry that my bib-

liographv be a selective one, we shall , f or the most pa rt, follow his
observations.
The gonads: A discussion of the testes and ovaries will be taken
up under the male and female re productive systems respectively.
The thyroid: The re is evidence of sorre shrinkage i n size and of
cellular atrophy in the thyroid in old people and old anirrals .

Some

people have i nf err ed trat this is a f a ctor i n the decreased me tabolic
rate with a dvancing years, but since t re thyroids of youth and adult
life have such large factors of safety or reserves , we rr.ust have more
direct evidence t han this for suet a far reachi -"g conclusion .

So far

as we know, the thvroid gland even of vr- ry old people is capable of
meeting the hormone needs of tre body, in the absence of specific thyroid disease or iodine deficiency in the diet .
Ve st describes the ag0d thyroid as being red1J ced in s ize, having
definite increa sed connective tissue, and showinf progressive increase
of the lymphoid i nfiltration of the strorra .

The blood supply is dimin-

ished, the number of follicl es is reduced , the cells are smaller, the
epitr elial cell mitosis is l es sened and the colloid is less in volume
and appears less dense.
Because of the relationship of the thyroid gland to basal metabolism and because of t he numerous and painstaking experiF-ents which have
been undertaken in orde r to ascertain the relationship of basal meta-
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bolism to ageing, I have elected to summarize the findings here .

I do

not nean to irrply by this that ageing is associated with a progre ssive
hypothyroidism; as pointed out by Carlson, this is probably not the case .
Frorr a statistical studv of one- hundred adults of each sex , Benedict (1919) was able to determine by a large nu.'T1ber of metabolism me asurements th~t throughout the whole range of adult life thPre is a tendency f or the ff etabolism to decrease .

In 1928 , he came to the same con-

clusion by observing the change in metabolic rate of the same adult individuals owr a number of years .

DuBois (1916), on the other hand ,

reported the specific increase in metabolism of the growing organism ,
although he stat('.' s that on infants , rr.easurements are corr:plicated by the
fact U a t babiPs differ greatly fro rr adults in the proportions of the
bodv and the relative size of the viscera , notably the liver and thyroid .
Child (1915), too , had noticed that the rate of rr:e tabolism is highest
in the vounger anirr2ls and decreases with advancing age .

Furthermore ,

he determined that the rate of rretabolisrr was raralleled by the susceptibility of tissues to cyanides and other poisons, that is , the greater
the ~etabolism, the greater the ti s sue susceptibility .

It seems quite

probahle tr..at the basal rre tabolic rate decreases with age as a direct
functio~ of the growth and differentiation of tr.e individual .

The in-

crease in metabolisrr during voutr as reported bv DuBois probably corresponded to the increase in growth seen in pre- pubertal bo-rs and girls .
Tte exact cause of this decreasing basal metaholic rate as age progresse s has never been determined .

Carlson states that the skeletal

muscles seem to contribute the ::najor factor .

He states that decre9.sed

skeletal muscle efficiency , rr:uscle tone , etc ., not to s oeak of fatty degeneration and other indices of rruscle atrophy with acvancing age ,
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whatever be the cause or causes, appear to be on a firmer scie~tific
basis, than is age involution of thyroid fun ction.

I-owever , tre r rirnary

thvroid responsibility for the age cranges in the skeletal muscles is
not e stablished , and ap~ears improbable , be cause were those the only
causal reb.tions, we ought to se e a p3.rallel impairme nt of brain function , as is tr e case in true cretinis::r a i.j d rryxedema.

On the contrar r ,

Ca rlson presents evidence t ta t thP i r,telle ctual t'rocesses may in man
actually show an ascending curve , while phvsical capacity and endurance
are descending .
And so it seems as if the decrease in metabolism with age is not
dependant upon the thyroid gland ; howeve r, no otter pla Jsible explana1

tio n for it has appeared in the lite r ature.
The pancreas: In t he case of the pancrea s and insulin, the evidence
of increased histopathology in the pancreas with Rd vancing years , the
fact of increased inc i dence of a ctual diabetes, at least up to the age
of fifty or sixtv , as well as the gradual decrease i n sugar tolerance
with advancing age , as evidenced b" tre glucose tolerance tests , all
these facts point to some age ing in tre insulin producing mechanism
para] lel with the advancing years .

The perennial puzzle in this field

is the evidence in such animals a s rabbits, guinea pigs and dogs of the
grea t re gene rative power of both the island tissue and the pancreatic
juice- producing cells and the apparent absence of suer regenerative power in the pancreas of the human species , at least in those people whose
pancreatic reserves have , through hereditv or the accidents of living ,
been reduced to the point of actual diabetes (Carlson) .
Again we are .faced with the auestion of whethe r we are here dea l i ng prin3rily with ageing per se or with accidents of living; it is
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nevertheless a fact tha t, in so:re individuals at least , the hormonal
ljnk of the pancreas mav stand the wea r and tea r of living up to and
beyond the age of one hundred yea rs in man , provided the pancreatic res erve s have survived or met the needs up to the age of fifty or sixty .
It wo uld seerr th~t the nancreatic islands a re chiefly under the influ"' nce of heredity and the accidents of living , but that this influence
is manife sted before the sixth de cade .

Thereafter , tre pancreatic is-

lands are , for the most na rt , fre e to undergo norrr.al sene scence .
The work of L. R. Dragstedt and associates on the second pancreatic
hormone (lipocaic) or hormones as a fundamenta l factor in normal fa t
me tabolisrr, rr.av r·e a more i mportant elerrent in the ageinf! ')rocesses than
is insulin , for fattv degeneration or inf iltration of cells a r n tissues
(such as the blood vessels in sclerosis) seems to be an almost universa l phenomPnon in the ageing and the v, rv old animal .

We h , ve no infor-

mation on the requirement of lipocaic with age , or U.e ab ilitv of the
age ing pancreas to supply this nece s sa r y fa ct or .
The pituitar y : Structural change s have been de scribed in the hypophysis of old animJ.ls as well as old people , hut in the absence of s pecifi c pituitar v disAa se , t hi s end ocrine gland appears to be rerra rkably stable at least up to tte age of e i ghtv or one - hundred yea rs (Carlson) .
The adrenals: Arrrchair biolo gists have fo und litt le difficulty in
pointing out the almost perfec t par a llel between the syrrpto m.q tolo gy of
ageinr and t hat of i mpai red adrenal cortical f unc t ion , such as general
astt·enia , i mpairPd d i gF stion , incr eased pi gmentation of Ue skin and low
ba sal rre t abolic rate .

But the ·1sual a rterial hypertension with advan-

cing age does not fit t ~is pict ur e , and significant adrenal- cortical
f ailure is always associated with the disturbance in t he balance of the
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inorganic salts of the blood plasma , a phenorr.enon which is absent in old
people .

Carlson states definitely that there is at present no evidence

of deficiency or exce ss in adrenal hormone production as a significant
factor in ageinf- ,
The parathyroids: No evidence of either hyper- or hvpofunction of
the parathvro id glands has been observed to accorrpany ageine .
The thymus: The thyr;us was once classed with the endocrine glands
and it nay indeed have sol'1'e endocrine function in the· fetal and preadolescent life of man as well as in anirr~ls below man .

But after adol-

escence or cody rr~turity , the thymus becomes essentiallv a lvmph gland.
Its relation to the proces s of ·=tgeing has not been determined .
THE MALE FEPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
In the case of the gonads , irrespective of their probabl e role as
tormone producers d1.1 ring intrautPrine life and the preadolPscent years ,
they are organs that attain their special function rather late and lose
their function r ather early in the - life of the individual .

It is now

certain that the gonads are not a link in the life chain of the individual; their absence does not shorten the life s pan .

Prolongation of

youth , or of life itself, bv gonad hormone therapy is a mir,1ge , a product of wishful thinking (Car]son) .
The hormonal and sperm- producing functions of tte testes, evidenced
by the secondary sex characters and the power of erection and copulation ,
become rranifest at puberty .

As age advances, Vest has described an in-

crease in connective tissue of the tunica propria which is usually associated with a decrease in the size of the tubules of the testis .
sclerosing process is gradually progressive, but tte spermatogenic

This
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function remains relatively active .

Indeed, rrost authors state that at

least in the human IT8le , sperm production (not necessarily norrral sperm)
has been described up to, if not beynnd, t he ninth decade of life and
the power of erection and copulation mav persist u~til very late in life
(C9.rlson and Vest).

In the ageing human testes, the basement membrane

of the tubules is reported to grow thicker , and the sperrrBtagonia change
or retrogress into the small round cells seen in the imnature testes.
Decrease in fertility with increase in age is a rrat ter of corr.ma n knowledge and statistically proven bv the fact that only 0.7 per cent of
fathers in the United States are 55 or ove r at Ue tirre of birth registration (Vest).
While the interstitial cells appear to show a m.ur.erical decrease
after 50 , the only intrinsic age change seems to be pigmentation .

The

pigment , which is found not only in the interstitial cells , but in the
efferent tubules of the testis , the seminal vesicles and tre smooth muscle of the prostate as well , occurs as round, golden brown granules
which are venr abundant in the interstitial cells (Vest).

On the other

hand , Carlson st'3.tes that there is no evidence of decrease in the nurr;ber of interstitial cells with age .

He states that it is difficult to

intE"rpret the usual decrea se in libido and sexual potencsr in the aged
bur.an rra. le as related to the gradual atrophy of the testes, in view of
t he fact that in some rr,ales between twenty and thirty- five , libido and
sexual potency appear to persist to some degree even after total castration .

In other words, the mental and vasoEotor conditioning associa-

ted with U e above ptysiologi c processes apparentl v can persist in the
total absence of the -;:,rirnary conditioning f actor, tl:e rrale hormone .
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Concerning the prostate, there is little in the literature that
deals with its early age changes .

Moore (1936) states, on the basis of

an extensiv8 rr.;.; thematical analysis of 129 cases, that trere is no significant difference in t're size of the prostate 'between 20 and 90 years .
Teem (1935) , however , who measured the prostate from 734 consecutive
autops:i'.es , was led to state that "the prostate gland gradually and progressively increases in size from birth to old age .

Tre rrost abrupt in-

crease in size occurs between the 20th and 30th vears; thereafter the
gland gradually increases in size until somewhere between the 6Cth and
70th vears when there is another sharri increase i'1 size . "

Like rnanv of

U e q 1 'estions which concern ageing , this one still goes unanswered.
Engle states that benign prostatic rvpertrophv rr.av well be an age change
which is frequent .

Its cause is unknown , but a large number of theor-

ies and fallacies have been advanced, of which the current one is ,
P1turally , endocrine unbalance .
.tv'i0rphological changes in the :pr ostate wrich Moo re considers as
"physiolop-ical and inevitable" include sl i ght irre gula rity in the height
of the epitrelium, lobular atrophy , di minished secretorv activity ,
sclerotic Rtrophv , at ro phy of smooth muscle , and an increase in mmber
and size of the laminated corpora amylacea.
Of most recent interest in the field of the rrale r Pproductive system
is the cuestion of the rrale climacteric .
establisred ±act.

More a~d mo re it is becoming an

As described bv Werne r (1946) , this syndrome is char-

acterized ry subjective symptorr.s in men when there is decrease in func tion or a.function of the sexual glands .

Although I do not question its

existance , I would prefer to conclude with Vest that although the ur ine
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usually shows a high titre of gonadotropins a nd a decrease in the sex
r ormone output coincident with the ~ane in sexual actjvity, an actual
rr.ale clirr~cteric occurs only in the rare instance .
THE FEY:ALF REPPODUCTIVE SYSTEM

Studies on the changes with age of the ferr3le reproductive system
have been quite extensively carried out and although puberty and tre
rr.enopause mq rk the greatest transitions , there are other ~oints of great
interest to us .

Allen states that there seems to be a spurt of gr owth

of the uterus, vagina, and mammary g~ands of girl babies before birth.
He believes that this rr.ay be due to the high content of estrogenic hormone in the blood of the rrother and that this passes through the placenta into the blood of the baby.

He also is of t t e opinion that the drop

of estrogen level in the baby's blood after birth rr.ay account for the
alight bleeding from the baby's uterus sorr:etimes seen after i-, irth and
for the "witch's milk" frequently seen in both girl and boy babie s.

The

size of the uterus of the newborn decreases rapidlv so that the uterus
of the year old girl is considerarly smaller than it was at the time of
birth .
One of the most interesting examples of involution with ageing is
to be found in t re ovary.

During embrvonic life, many more eggs than

can be ovulated are formed and enorrrous numbers die and are resorbed in
the ovarv .
pubertv .

Tris process is ~reatly accentuated before the attainment of
Students of the ovary have often wondered just what factor it

is that determines whether one egg shall live and grow to rr.aturity while
another dies.

Allen believes that undoubtedly hereditary factors a re
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very important.

The marked decrease in the number of ~gfs in the ovary

of tr:e ageing individual recalls Minot's emphasis upon the f act ttat involution goes on more rapidly in the young individua l or in the embryo
than in the old person .
At puberty , there is an awakening of the immature ovaries and this
appears to be due to stimulation bv the anterior r ituitarv (Allen); the
ovaries in turn awaken the i~mature vagina, uterus and rrarrrrary glands
through secretion of ovarian horrroneo .

..

The reproductive organs then

assume maturity , secondary sex characters are acquired and the ability
to reproducP is attained •
!liatnrity of the female reprod uctive system is characterized bY periodic spurts of growth f ollowed bv involution which mav be interrupted
by intervening pregnancies which in turn are also characterized bv- a
period of rapid gr owtl followed b,r i r:volution.

The se changes are ex-

plained on an endocrine basis ; they are made less difficult to understand by the instances of involution in genital organs during embryonic
and pre- pubertal phases of life which have been briefly n.entioned above.
Allen states that the decrease in r eserve of the ovaries with ageing def i nitely points to decline of endoc rine function as one of the rrajo r
factors in ageing of the female genital svstem .
The r 9te of dec1 ine of the hurr.an ovaries at the normal menopause
may be as speedy as a few r::onths or rrav be as prolonged as a few years,
this varving with the individual woman .

Carlson writes that when ovarian

atrophy appears much earlier than the thirtv-fifth to forty-f ifth vear,
one can usually f ind specific disease contributine to such decline althougr specific hereditarv weakness in the constitution of the jndividual
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cannot with certa inly be e lirrinated , except where de struct ivr t urr ors or
serious i mpairme nt of thyroid or pit ui ta rv f- mctio n a re cl ea r lv i nvolved .
Therebv we may conclude t hat norffa l 1:tgeing of t hP ova ri Ps i s f ostered
by an 1..: ndeterrr ined cause .
t-io n

.i s

The i mportance of

'l

decl ine in Pndocr ine func -

being the na jor fa ctor i n qge:i '1g of t he genital s,rstem (a s is

believed b-r Alle~) i s seriou sl y ci:.1e st io nr'd .

Ca rl so n ' s da t a gives evi-

dence t tat decl i ne of ova rian function is not due t o end ocrine hypofunction at all and sPeil's t o point t o the f a ct t h<tt norm:,.l age ing of t hP
ovary i c:; not on an endocrine ba sis , fo r E:· ven i n the pre sence of st i mulat i ng 1 ormone s , U·

ovarie s r err:ain unr e s rions ive .

This i s conf irrr.ed br

Ve st , a nd appecir s t o show that ova r ian decline is a prima ry process .
The outstanding milestone of beginni ng senescenee i n woman is the
clima ct eric ;•hich err bra ces all phenomena incident to the "cr.ange of life " .
As a p'l rt of the climacteric a nd r e sulting f r om ovqrian atrophy, Vest
has pointed out that the secretion of ova rian hormo"l e defini telv wanes ,
vhile the p it .1itar,, ho .rrrone wMch stimulate s the ovarian fo lliclf' s in1

creases .

The amount of estrogen i c horrrone in t he urine shows a definite

de cr ea s e .

The genita l ski n :rr)ay show a n extrerre at ro ohy, and t he vaginal

mu cous rr,embr -.,·~e mffy l ikewise show a marked at r onry, much lessening of
mucoid secret ion , and a smooU, dry glistening appearance .

With t re se

changes come s an i ncrea sine;: di min1.1tion of t he sexua J function, a l t} ough
s exu[l relatio ns may be i ndul ged in a nd orga sm exrerienced , bu t t he l a tter
phenon:enon occurs with dimi nishing f requency a s age advances.

Ve st is

of t he opi ni on t ha t t r e ova rian a tro phv is the prirrarv cau se of the invol 11tion of t he otr er geri ital or gans, or at least manv

o.r

tr,0

syrrpton s

of Ue cl i ma cteric can be amel i ora ted b" substitut i on t herapv, although

•
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this does not, at the mo st, do more than slow u p the gPnital involutionary process .

So this involution too , is probably nrimarv .

Aleing and involution of the ferrale r eproductive system is then a
process which pursues its own course and can be abated but transiently
by endocrine s .

We a re forced to f a ll back to our old con clusion t hat

this is probably deterr1 i ned ct.i efly by her:Pdi t y and norrr,al senescence ,
and that envirorur.ent (including the endocrines) i s onlv a minor factor if
of anY importance at all.

I

The question of wr ether othe r genital organs

undergo atro phy secondarily to ovari an atro or:r has been r a ised .

In view

of the fa ct th~t these organs do not resDond to ovarian hormone therapy ,
we rrust at pr esent conclude that ageing here also is primarv and i$erent in the structures therrselvPs .

Exce pt for the possibilitv of bereditv

playj_ng r,n important role, the cause of trese final cbanges in the fe ma le r eproductive system a r "' clouded i r mv stery

TPE NERVOUS SYSTEM
Cowdr y has stated that no new nerve cells a r e formed a fter about
one yea r of age and we may a ssu_r.,e trqt any structural changes in the
aged brain h ve co~e about in a deviou s but progressive manner since that
age .

Fror:: tt e observations of Critchley, we lea rn tl-9.t the rren:inges of

the aged brain a r 0 &lrr:o st '.llways tt ickened and often adherent .
chionh.n bodi es r:-9.y be hypertro phied .

T'- e Pa c-

Patches of calcification or even

of ossifica tion may appear in the pachy- or l f'p to - rreninges ; including
the f alx .
The cerebrum commonly shows a general atro phy, vi sible to the naked
eye .

Thi s cha nge rray be rrost rr<;. rked on the f r ontal and occipital poles
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as well as over the outer a spect of the frontal lobes .
we ight naturally follows .

Loss of brain

Both whi t e and eray matter are involved in

the gene ral atrophy and the color of the gray matter deepens with age .
Micro sco pically , there is a nume rica l atrophy of nerve cells , most
marked in the f rontal a rea , but involving as well the basal ganglia , the
cerebellum and the brain stem .

The axons of tte Purkinje cells may show

spi1dle- shaped swellings, the so-called "torped oes" .

Proliferative as

well as regressive changes a re present in the neuroglia .

Various de-

posits- - pig~ents , fre~ iron, and corpora amylacea, tre latter e specially
numerous--a re f ound .

"Senile pl ao ues", dense circuloid areas with an

amorphous centre , are found , espe cially in the frontal , temporal and
occipital regions .

These are not present before 75 years and are con-

stantlv found after 90 years .

Involutional vascular changes , thickening

of intima and rr.edia, hyaline infiltration and spl itting of the internal
elastic lamina are noted .

The spinal cord shows degenerative changes in

the ganglion cells , pigmenta r y atrophy of ventral horn cells, increase
of neuroglial fibers, and patchy degeneration of tte myelin sheaths .
Carlson has shown that there is a gr adual but significant decrease in
the mvel i r ated fibe r s of the do rsal nerve roots with advancing age .
Re cently the relat ion of the taste sens e to age has been exa~ined
by Arey et al . (1935) who made an anato~ical taste- bud census on 38 human
cadave rs of persons 20 to 70 years of age , and 13 otrers from individuals 74 to 85 vears of age comparing their results with those of Heiderick (1906) for ages Oto 20 years.

From birth to 20 years of age the

average number of taste- buds per circumvallate papillae remains surprisingly constant numbering about 245.

During maturity and early old age

the mean value is about 208 and it declines to an average of 88 for the
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age period from 74 to ?5 y0ars .

Taste- buds were also counted in the

trench wall surrounding the papillae with relatively similar results .
The mean numbe r of taste- buds on the trench wall was found to be 10 for
the first post- natal vear , rises to lR in the next two - years , and attains
the value of 74 between the fourth and 20th years .

The mean was found

to drop to 4~ in maturity and Parly old age , and t o decrease to 13 in
extrerr e old age .

Functional taste studies in r elation to age are yet

needed for comparison with the fo re going anatomical findings .
Signs that betray an impaired functional response on the part of
the nervous system have been set down by Critchley and confirmed by Vest .
There is a decrease in vibratory sensibility beginning distally in the
extremities and in tactile and pa in sensibility .
of all the special senses is common.
inal reflexes are usually absent .
miotic and sluggish .

In~pairment of acuity

After 50 years of age , the abdom-

In late senesce~ce the pupils are

The knee jerks and ankle jerks are sluggish or

a bsent , and extensor plantar res ~onse without other pyramidal signs is
common .

There is a general slowing up of muscular movement , and a

"senile trerror" may bP present .
Psycholovical conc-;iderations of the aged will be taken up 1Jnder the
section , "The Psychology of Ageing . 11
In this consideration of the ageing of the central nervous, we a re
again confronted with the problerr of whether these changes arP secondary
or prirr.ary in nature .

Critchlev is of the opinion +hat ageing of the

nervous system takes place independently of degenerative changes of the
cerebrospinal blood vessel s .

Altrough both types of change are commonly

present in association , there is probablv no direct causal relationship
between arteriosclerotic and cerebra l involution .

Here again , the fac -
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tors of phy siolo gical time and heredity seem to bP tre ~ost lo gical explanations .
Critchle v concludes f roE his studies of the nervous system in senility that ageing is not rnt irely a simple physiological process nor yet
an exclusively patholo gi cal state .

I t i s to be inferr<d that both fe a-

tures are operative though the ir relationst ip cannot a s yet be determined .
SK1LET0N, LOC0Y0T0R 3YST•J,'.' ArD TEETH

In man , the bones becorce more brittle with 3.dva"lcing yea rs .

Todd

is of the opi ion that the hali stere sis wh ich supervenes in advanced age
0

i s a measure of the f a ilure of minera l replacement .

Ee is inclined to

charge the ~ge changes in bones to arterial sclerosis , that is , to i mpel.ired circulation and nut rition .

Carlson believes t hat it rr,ay be due

to a change in the chemical combination of the bone calcium, a chanf!e
t owa rds a more a.mo r phous state .

There is a gr adua l reduction in the red

bone ma rrow in the vertebr ae , and also a decrease of the lecithin in the
bone ma rrow with advanc ing years (Carl son ) .

Vest state s that trere is a

gradual increase of thP yellow rcarrow at the expense of the red .
Cartib.ge is pre- eminently a t i ssue of the vrowth period but neverthele ~s pe r s i sts as a t issue of ·-,dul t and advanced age and illustrates
v erv clearly t he types of transfor~at i on which cha r a cterize successive
phases in t he life span (Todd) .

He has reference to the transformation

of hyaline into fibrous cartilage which takes pla ce very ea rly in the
age i ng process; a fter that qge it shows a diminution of water content and
an increase in ca lcium content .

Todd says that the costal cartilages

a lways show a t l east some calci::. ica tio n by 40 years of age .

After 60

years, the i ntervertebral di s cs show a penetr a tion of connective tissue
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and blood vessels , and become contrac t ed and thinner .

The fluid content

of the nucleus pulposus graduallv diminishes with age.

Ela stic cartilage

'·

becorres more fibrous with advancing age and diminishes in elasticity, but
does not calcify (Todd).
Age changes in joints are confined to those craracteristic of the
hyaline articular cartila ge and fibro - cartilaginous labrum of the articular mar ·~ in.

A rim of bone develops under tte marginal labrum and the

articular cartilage shows dehydration and atropr.y with fibrillation, degeneration and destruction as is to be seen in otrer cartilaginous areas .
The synovial merrbrane undergoes no changes with time (Todd) .
The tendons and ligaments show no age changes , but the origins and
insertions of muscles show an increase of bony tissue at the actual site
of attachr::ent as is evidenced b•r more definite insertion ridges (Vest) .
Todd believes that ligaments do not show evidence of ageinr, , but Warthin
holds that both ligaments and joint capsule s undergo dehydration and become less elastic , firmer and drier , resulting in the well known phenomena of restriction of motion and stiffness of joints .

The hursae show

no age changes .
No age change _s are recorded for smooth muscle .

On the other hand,

Todd has shown that striated muscle shows a thinning in the size of fiber,
and a changed direction of the rryofibrils .

The latter are in maturity

parallel , but as age progresses they become oblique , spiral , and even
annular in disposition , but no change appears in the reticular sheath of
t he fiber.

Witr increase in age , there is an increase of both collagen-

ous and elastic fiber s in the ske l etal muscle .

There is also an increase

of pigmentation in striped muscle and in extreme old age , there is brown
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atrophy and fattv infiltration (Vest).

Todd states that musc1, lar strength

and staying power reach their rraxi mum at about tl:e thirtiett vear; he
goes on to state th1:. t observations on tte cerebellum suggest that tte
cause of waninv. muscular strength rrav be inherent in the governing rr;echanism rathe-r U-an in muscular structure itself.

Vest explains that func-

tional decline is most in strength and least in speed with dexterity occupving a midYJosition in the scale of decline.

Cremically, senescent

muscle shows an increase in water, chloride, t otal base, sodium and calciun:., and a decrease in potassium, magnesium , phosphorus , nitrogen and
ash.

This indicates a decrease of intracellular fluid and an increase

of intercellular fluid.
Age changes in tFeth confine themselves to diminution of permeability
of ena~el, to the changes in color consequent on the thickening of secondarv dentine, t o increase in calcium content and to rebuilding of the fibrillar texture (Todd).

Carlson says that the decay and failure of teeth

with age in rr.oder~ man is probably more a matter of nutrition and other
accidents of living than the rapid ticking of the hereditary time clock.
Despite U-,e rf"gressive age chanres which have b0en enumerated above,
it is by common observation that we mav conclude that the locomotor system and teeth are fully eouipped with sufficient reserve to outlast the
other, more vulnerable, systerrs of the body.

In them is rrBnifested the

signs of thl times but physiologically and anatomically , they a r e resistant, and furthe r more the integrity of other body systems is not greatly
dependant upon them.
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THE BLOOD
Carlson states that in the entire blood system, both cell count and
character, plasma volume and plasrra corrposition, there is a greater uniformity in this tissue throughout the entire span of life than in any
otrer organ of the bor'ly .

It is , however, rrobable th&t all the subtle

age changes in the blood of man rave not been discovered, because of lack
of adequate methods.

Vest has recently reported trat from his observa-

tions it is doubtful that there are any changes in the blood cells with
age except that the numerical le ucocyte response to infection probably
decreases a s age increases .

He also re ·orts that the specific gravity

of the blood decreases as coes the ser~m calcium, but the refractive index, total nitrogen, lactic acid , incoxyl, urea and serum bil ir Jbin in1

crease.

The work of Carrel and his as sociates which deals wit.I-. the changes

of blood serum with age anc its effect on the growth of tissue cultures
will be taken up in detail ; n the section, "The Biocherr,istrv of Ageing" .
Fron the writings of Cohn , we learn that the titre of agglutinins,
iso-agglutinins, and lvsins begins to rise rapidJy in infancy , reaches
its peak between the ages of 5 and 10 years, after which it begins to
falJ vradually and reaches a low level in old age .

However, the degree

of ag~lutinability of red blood cells remains unchanged even in extreme
old age .
The blood per se is evidentlv able to meet the ordina ry needs of individuals at the age of one hundred and beyond .

If tre blood is not

able to meet the extr-9.ordinarv needs of eycessive strain, at least not
to the degree that si~ilar physical or dietary strains are met in people
of fifteen to forty years of age, this loss or diminution in the factors
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of safety with age, on the basis of the present knowledge, are probablv
to be ascribed to impairment of kidneys, lung and circulation, and capillary permrability rather than to changes in the blood itself (Carlson).
THE SKIN

Vest has eloquently written , "The skin is an open book of 9.geing
and he who will rrzy rear the inscriptions written there by the ruthless
hand of Time."
Weidrran has outlined the following processes which he states are
concerned beyond question in cutaneous ageing : atroptv (graying of hair,
baldness , thinning of skin with smoothness , and dvstrophy of the toe.1ails); degeneration of (particularly elastic) tissue producing wrinkles;
and withdrawal of some of the subcutaneous fat .

As qvestionablt senile

changes, meaning that nrocesses additional to senilitv mav be concerned ,
be lists: seborrheic keratosis , hyperpigrrentation, sebaceous hyperplasia,
and elastic and fibrous tissue hypernlasia.
Weidrran has errphasized the relationship which endocrines hold to
the skin and its appendages .

Although the students of ageing of tte skin

appear to ignore its ctanges frorr birth to tre ti:rne when senile cLanges
recorre rr~nifest , in my own mind these are iFportant and do portray a horFonal influe.r ce .

We have but to remind ourselve::> of tre loose, wrinkled

skin of the newborn which shortly is transforn:ed into the full, fair skin
of childhood.

This is followed by the increased seborrh6ic activity,

possibly acne , a·d characteristic skin changes seen at pubertv which in
all probabliity are on an endocrine basis.

Finally , with adulthood , this

seborrheic activity decreases, presurrably closely paralleling the decline
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in sexual function .
ifest .

Then the senile changes described above beco~e man-

Since endocrines are known to influence the distribut ion and

q t.lali ty of hair they may conceivably be the basis for senes cence of hair .
The functions of the skin become impaired as ageing progresses .
The heat- regulating me chanism is upset and extremes of heat and cold are
poorly tolerated .

The chilliness of the aged is pr overbial .

Tris dis-

turbance of thermotaxis may be due, of course, to the decreased output
of perspir"ltion resulting from the atro phy of the skin and a partial degeneration of the sweat glands .

Pruritus is cowJnon and the water- stor-

ing function is definitely dec reased, and the arsenic content of aged
skin is approximatelsr double th ,t of ear ly maturity .

The self- sterili-

zinf property of the skin decreases roughl1r parallel with the decrease
of sebaceous secretion .

These changes have been described by Weidman .

The work of Le compte du Nouy has shown that at the age of sixty,
the same skin ~ould require five times longer to heal than in a crild of
ten .

In this regard the skin follo ws the descending curve of functional

capacity with age seen practically in all tre other tissues of the body .
In any PVent, the observability of the skin, and its accessibility for
study make it an ideal field for inVF-stigation of tre processes of ageing , not only of itself but possibly of important internal organs .
THE LYMPHAT IC SYSTEM
Krumbhaar informs us that the various lvmphatic tissues of the human
body develop rapidly in ea rly life and tend to begin involution earlier
than rody t issues in general, though there a re, as would t e expected ,
marked differences in various individual s and in the various units concerned .

Lymph nodes and lympha tic nodules probably reach their rraximum
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normal size in ado l escence, and regre s s but slowly in adult life; tonsils
appear to be at a maximum s ize at puberty with regr e ssion periods in adult
life at the fourth and e i ghth decades .

The spleen reaches its maximum

we i ght i n young adults but maintains a slightlv lowe r plateau till the
seventh decade, after which it loses weight .

Its percentage of l ympha-

tic tissue is a t a maximum in the first decade, with a subseq1.1ent diminution throughout life, except f or an increas ~ about t he years 50 and 65 .
The t hvmus begin s to regress at or before puberty , with steady, marked
loss of parenchyirB .

Lymphatic tissue , however, is present in a ll these

organs, even th~ thymus , at all age s .

Why the various l ymphat ic tissues

undergo involution, or wasting, at different period s of the life span ,
is as yet unkno wn .
Krumbhaa r concludes tha t although the l ymphati c system mav be regardect a s occupying a very probable centr al position in the phenomena of
age inf , until much more is known of the f unction of these uni ts and of
lympha tic tissue i n general, li ttle can be said a s to t he significance
of t r e rr.o r phologic changes observed .

Carlson , too , believe s t ha t the

b rnphat ic tissue is capable of doing its job adeq,;atelY at least up to
t he a ge of ninety to one hundred years and t ta t on the whole , both the
ageing factor per se, as well as the accidents of l iving , apoear to deal
lightlv with t he lymphatic svstem .

THL EYE AND EAR
The ageing changes of t he eye have been studied more carefully than
t ho s e in any other organ .

Friedenwald writes t ha t it is clearly demon-

strable t hat the norwBl life span of the eye a s a functioning organ
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exceeds that of the body as a whole.
that there is

3.

It has often been shown, however,

steady decrease of the average e::ficienc,- of all measur-

able visual functions with advancing age even in otrerwise healthy eye s.
The area of tre visual field is progressively narrowed; the rapiditv of
dark adantation is slowed ; there is an elevation of the rrinimal threshold of light perception; visual acuitv in dim illumination is less in
proportion than in maturity, and tre critical speed of flicker is reduced.
Carlson states that diminution in lens elasticity actuallv start s in
childhood and practically all lens elasticity is lost before sixty years
of age .

The lins continues to grow at the periphery (vertex), and thus

approaches closer and closer to the cornea with advancing years .

At

the same time the rraterial at the center of the lens becomes more dense.
Both of these factors , and the l ens swelling from increased water content,
C3. rlson believes , are r e spons i ble for the well known phenomenon of socalled "second sight" of peonle past sixty years of age and bevond.

This

lens change evidentlv tends to counteract the impairment of ac commodation
which progresses with age .
The con junctiva becomes thin and friable and there is a tendency to
dilatation of the conjunctival veins.

The cornea shows diminution of

translucencv , undergoe s dehydration and the cornea l fibers become somewhat thicker.

The peripherv of the cornea shows a lipoid deposit, the

so -called "arcus senilis".

The iris shows a fading color, tl:e pupil

reacts less actively and the ciliarv body shows progressive fib rosis,
lipoid infiltration , and hyalinization of the ciliary processes .

The

vitreous shows. an increase in the insoluble framework , the retina shows
a progressive cystic degeneration at the pe ri pherv, and becorres thinner
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and denser as age advances.

Beginning in early senescence the choroid

arteries show thickening and hyalinization of the rr.edia and the interstitial fibrillar tissue of the choroid increases.
goes dehydration and becomes thinnPr and denser.

The sclera 11nderThe optic nerve shows

an increase in interstitial fibrillar tissue and a deposit of corpora
amylacea in the meningeal sheath .
Since ancient times , iwpaired hearing has been recognized as one of
the common afflictions of the aged .

Carlson believes that from the age

of twenty on, there is a gradual loss of acuity to all tones , but the
loss of sensitivity is greater to the high tones .

Guild and Vest, on

the other hand , are of the ooinion that impairment of hearing begins at
about 50 and slowly progresses .

This decrease in hearing is for the high

tones and Guild states that hearing for extrerrely high tones is lost entirely, as a rule.

He r oes on to sav that the line cannot be sharply

drawn between imo8ired hearing due to ageing alone and that due to ageing plus other factors .

He beliPves that the ITore severe impairments of

hea ring for high tones, wben low tones are well heard, can usually be
correla ted with simple atrophy of the nerve , or of tre nerve and end organ, in the basal turn of the cochlea .

There is no proof that ageing

per se causes anv organic lesio s of tte inner, middle or external ear,
nor are there anv reports of an ageing decline in the functions of the
vestibular apparatus .
In relation to the eve and ear , as in relation to other organs we
have discussed , the dominant and at present insoluble probleffi of senescence is as to wrether these changes represent inherent tendencies of
mortal flesh, or whether they represent the cumulative effects of
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potentially avoidable disease or of potentially avoidable subclinical
damage produced bv ':in non-ideal environ.irent.

THE HOMF.::OSTATIC MECHANISMS
Walter B. Cannon, who originated the term homeostasis, defines it
as the condition of relative constancy in the fluid rr~trix, the extracellular fluids in the bodies of higher animals .

It includes steady

states of terrperature, glucose and calcium concentrations, acid -alkali
balance, salt and wa ter and protein content, and osmotic pr essure, pri~arilv of the blood.
Obviously, physiological mechanisms for maintaining homeostasis are
not reauired bv the developing r::arrmal before b~ rth.

Vigorous exe rtion

does not occ 1Jr, a' d the immediate environment of tte fetus in utero is
0

ke pt constant bv thP homeostatic devices in tte mother's organism .

At

birth , however , the infant is suddenly introduced into gaseous , cold,
rough surroundings ; a gasp draws into the lung s a thin, dry ai r and
thereafter every inward breath carries away water vapor and carbonic
acid .

In the new-born, exposure to even moderate cold causes a sharp

drop of body terrperature .

Cannon write s tha t the blood-sugar concentra-

tion of the infant oscillate s f r on day to day and fro IT hour to hour much
more than th ·3.t of the adult .

All this is evidenced in the elaborate care

which must be instituted in the care of t t e new-horn as regarrls temperature , d iet and fluid intake.

Time is required to render hon~eostasis

efficient.
Cannon states trat homeostasis of the fluid :natrix of tLe hUIDan
organism is preserved "n old a ge; no noteworthv alte r ation of body
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temperature , of the glucose content or of thR hydrogen- ion concentration of the blood is rr~nifes t in senescence a s compar ed with a dolescence and rr iddle age .

There is , however , a progressive i rr:pai r rrent of

the regulatory devices which develops in most individ,.-als as the decades
pass after about the fortieth year .
The regulation of body temperature l ecorne s more difficult in a col_d
environrrent because of a reduced metabolic rate and lessened muscular
vigor, and in a hot environment because of a limited ability to dissipate heat through skin in which capillaries rnav be degenerated , and in
which sweat glands mav b"· deficient and a rteriole s contracted .

'f'he

re gulation of blood sugar is i mpaired to a degree which may res ul t in
the glucose tolerance test vielding a high , prolonged concentration of
glucose in the blood , similar to the condition in rl i abetes and a ttended
by glycosuria .

The regulation of the a cid- base balance , i n vigorous ex-

e rtion , f or example , is affected by a reduced rcaxirr.al to - and- fro rr,over ent of tre air in res pi r ation , less adaptable blood vessels , diminished
ab ility 0f the heart to accelerate and nrobablv bv a "hYpodynan ic " state
of ths.t organ .
Cannon summa rize s the condition of tl:e homeostatic rr:echanisms in
old age by the statement that when subjected to stress they are revealed
as being rrore and rrore narrowlv limited in their ab ilitv to pr eserve uniformity of the internal envirow.ent of the living parts .

No explanation

.

has been given as to the cause of this change or as t o whether or not
it is inrerent in the ,.L echanisms themselves , or brought about by patholo gical states ttat ni ght be avoidabl e •

THE PATHOLOGY OF AGEING
"Time hath not yet so dried this blood of mine, nor age so eat
up rr,y invent i on"-- Shakespear e .
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TherE are many morphological change s in the body which accorrpany
ageing and which are commonly treated unde r the subject of pathology .
Again we are fa ced with the question of whether these phenomena a re truly
pathological manifestations or wrether they a re normal, physiological
proce sses.

~anv of these ~~nife ,tations of ageing have already been

described under the physiological anatomy of ageing and there is no
need t o repea t them here .

In r.y own

r

ind, I do not believe it C'3.n be

said th3.t the phenorrenon of age ing is definitely pathological or definitel v phYsiological; in all probability both factors are i;-,volved sirr:ul taneously .

In no other instance, do we see such a close relationship

between two processes usually thought to be so utterly diffe rent from
one another; here we see them working hand in hand to the same end.
To be sure, this controversy is of importance to geriatric medicine and
to those who aspire to prolong the life span, for if their work is to
produce results, it follows that at least some of the changes seen with
ageing , are necessarily pathological .

On the surfa ce, the increase in

life span which has come about in recent years seerr s to prove that ageing is e ssent ially a pat:Lo lo gical process; however, this lengthening
is onl~, apparent .

It tas not increased the age to which a. person , not

dying of intercurrent disease, might live; nor has it abated the onset
of old age.

It has onlv increased the numrer of individuals vho live

on to old age .

It is in,portant that we grasp tr,is distinction .

I have chosen to discuss the pathology of age ing under three headings.

These headings, I feel, are without question related to the sub-

ject of patro log;r with the exception of the first concerning which
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there is some question.

It must be constantly born in mind that many

of the changes described under the physiological anatorry of areing may
well be p<>rtly or even ent irely patho lo gi ca l .

I have described them

the re because that is the trend of mode rn thought.
The first heading deals with the hyroplasia of organs and its relationship to the process of ageing; the second heading, with the relationsrip of cancer to ageing; and tr·e trird r•eacing, with the effects
of anti - retjculqr cytotoxic se rw, on c3.geing .
HYPOPlASIA AND AGEING
I n 19l2, Korenchevsky, wro is Engl9.nd 's counterp rt of our own
0

Cowdry, published an a rticle which dealt with the hvpoplasia of organs
obse rved with ~ge ing .

He and his wo r ke rs not iced th8t in normal and

castr3.ted o.nirn9.ls relat ive h:1-rpoplasia of th~ organs sets in very early
and continues wi_th advancinv age .

An entirely di ffe rent conclusion is

reached when the relatbe we i e_;ht s ( weight of organs per u1,it body we i ght)
of the organs are c,. , nsidered thn when t te actual wejghts a re calculated .
I n the r Plative weights, a definite "rr~jor involution" of a ll except the
sex organs develops more or less r radually during the whole process of
ageing .

Moreover, this involution ste rts ve ry early .

Korenchevsk:r exarrined rats which were twenty davs old , at which age
he found hypoplasia had already starteo in all organs except the sex
organs.

Donaldson's work had previously shown thgt in sorre of the organs

hypoplasia has commenced by the end of the first or durinr the second
week of life.

In Korenchevsky's experience the rflative weight of the

testes increases up to the age of sexual rraturity (50-60 days), after
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which they slowly decline.

Donaldson's figures show that the peak is

~

reached later (at the age of about 100 days), after which the relative
v,eight starts at once to decline.

The relative 1,.,eight of the secondary

sex organs increases up to the age of about 200 days and then starts to
decline a little;

The slight discrepancv in the figures of these two

observers has little significance ; they are in agreerrent as far as the
essential points are concerned ,

Korenchevsky 1 s metbod of attacking the

problerr· rerr.inds us very rruch of 1/inot in that be has employed the concept of relative weights and percentage decrease in weirht as Minot did
tbe percentage increase in weight .

Whereas we ascended tte ladder of

developrr.ent wit} Minot , we are now descending with Korenchevsky on the
other side of the ladder but using the verv same rungs.

If the relative weig:bts of organs in rats at the age of 401-500
days are compared with those at tte '3.ge of 31-40 days, tte loss in relative weight , where present, can bP expressed in the following percentages
(in descending order) : thymus 90% , adrenals 57%, kidne~rs 4P%, liver 45%,
spleen 38%, heart 32%, hypophysis 30%, th;rroid 25% and testes 2L,:?:, .

If

the relative weight of the testes is taken at 51-60 <lairs of age (when
this weight is greatest) , tte loss in weight at 401-500 days is 39% ,
It is to be noted tbat the term

11

relative hypoplasia 11 of organs is ap-

plied simply to tte decrease in the weight without U:e implication that
atrophic changes also occur in the cel]s of that organ.

Both enlarge-

ment and decreac;e in size of an organ may also be produced by variation
in tle number of the cells.

In order to gain a clearer interpretation

of the significance of the changes in tte relative weights of the organ's
of the rat , Korenchevsky 1 s group has calculated these we ights per unit
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of flfat - free 11 body weight .

It excludes the possibility that a decrease

in the relative weight of organs of older rats can be explained by a
lesser requirement of work from these organs because of the increasing
mass of

11

dead" adipose tissue .

The actual weights of some organs of tte human body have been recorded systematically by several authors .

Roessle and Roulet reviewed

the whole literature on the subject in 1932 .

Korenchevsky has pool ed

all the cases of Roessle and Roulet and also of Boyd; from these he has
r ecalculated the relative weights from the actual weights .

However ,

since many of the cases used by Roessle and Reulet and by Boyd were
pathological , the data t, iven :rr:.ust be considered with reservation .
From his computations , it was possible to conclude that , in man ,
the highest relative weight of the adrenals , thyroid , liver , kidneys,
spleen and brain occurs at the earliest age ; more precisely at birth ,
or during the first two years of life .

The maximum relative weight of

tl:-·e testes was recorded from the period of sexu 1 rr.aturj ty up to the
beginning of definite senescence .

The minimum relative weirht of U.ese

organs , except that of the thyroid (lowest at the age of 1- 5 years)
occurs during old age (60th year and over) .

In senile rr.ales (over 70) ,

the loss in the relative weight of the organs as compared with their
maximum relative weir ht at birth can be expressed in the follow percentages (compiled by Korenchevsky from the data of Roessle and Reulet ,
Boyd and pooled accident cases of Bischoff , Thoma and the unpublished
cases of Dr . A. H. T. Robb-Smith in which death was not du~ to disease):
adrenals 94%
75

% (Acc . );

(F .

&

R. ); brain Rl% (R .

%R.

and Acc . ) , 82% (B . ) ; thyroid

kidneys 53% (B . ), 50% (Acc . ); liver 55% (Acc.) ,

49% (B. ) ,
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~0% (R .

&

R. ); spleen 56% (Acc.), 39% (R . & R.) , 41% (B.).

These results

would seem to indicate that there is no real pathology of ageing in that
the liver and spleen undergo greater hyooplasia in the absence of disease
than in its presence .
to determine .

However , the significance of this is difficult

The testes lost 24% of tr-eir relative weight as compared

with the ir rraximum weie:ht at the age of 21 to 30.
The rate of loss in relative weight by the different organs is more
or less gradual, except in the case of the heart and thyroid .

The weight

of the heart reaches the lowest level at 11-15 years and then gradually
rises again to l ate senility where it reaches that at birth.

The rela-

tive weifht of the thyroid is least at 1-5 years and then , like that of
the heart slowly rises , ~alling again in those over 70 .
In women the relative hypoplasia of organs with ageing , as calculated bv Korenchevsk:r frorr: the data of Roussle and Reulet , Boyd, and
pooled a ccident cases, is simil ar to that in man .

The loss of relative

weights in senile women (over 70) will be shown in percentages for comparison with those in men , namely : adrenals 94% (Acc.); thyroid 61% (Acc.);
liver 52% (B.), 48% (Acc.), 44% (R. & R.); kidneys 47% (B.), 37% (Acc.);
spleen 48% (B.), 26% (Acc.), 15% (R. & R.).

As compared with the heavi-

est ovaries at age 21- 30 , these glands in senile women have lost 64% of
their relative weight which is somewhat more than the corresponding testicular lo ss of weight observed in males.
Of what possible significance is the relative hypoplasia of some
organs in the process of age i ng?

It must be realized that there are

certain difficulties in the interpretat ion of the results obtained .
hypoplasia mean a physiological adustrrent of the growing organism or

Does
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does it play soffie causative part in the process of ageing?

Does it on

the other hand express only sorie harmless relation between the different body-weights and the weir-ht of the organs, natural]v existing not
onlv in the growing organism but also in animals or human beings of different size and body- weight but of the same age?

In this last case, pre-

surr~bly no pathological changes, in p~rticular those occurring in senility, should follow these relative hypoplasias.
As yet there are insufficient data available t o answer these three
questions with certainty, and extensive special i nve stigations are
necessary before definite conclusions can be reached .
points , however, rr~y be emphasized here.

The following

It is true that relative hypo -

plasia means th ~t with advancing ar,e ea ch unit by weight of the active
tissues of the organism has gradually diminishing vital organs to maintain its functions .

When in old age this hypoplasia reaches the level

of atrophy , shown both in the actual and relative weights of the organs
involved, and espe cially when degenerative changes a ccompany such atrophy ,
it is obvious tha t these atropl ies mav therr.selves be responsible for new
pathologic conditions accelerating senility and playing an important
part i n the formation of the vicious circles of old age .
However, the relative hypoplasia of the organs is very pronounced
in early youth and remains considerable durjng the period of growth when
no degenerative changes are norrcally found in the organs, but when the
organism has both to maintain its functional activity and to build up
the growing tissues and organs .

With the retardation of growth , fewer

demands are na turally rr~de on the organs, and hence the relative hvpoplasia might appear onlv as a physiological adjustment to diminished
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use.

It must also be remembered that it is sometimes possible to remove

a co~siderable part of an orean without any apparent patholoeical change
in tissues coming under its influPnce.

However, it may be that this ab-

sence of pathological changes is only apparent as was shown by Simpson,
Dennison and Korenchevsky in 1934.
On the other hand, important arguments can be advanced in favor of
relative hypoplasia playing so~e role in the development of senescence.
Thus atrophic and degenerative changes in the organs of seniles cannot
be expected to appear suddenly.

"Wear and tear" of organs is certainly

a chronic process and probably starts when organs first commence to
function.

Just as with any machine, where, although no obvious f eatures

of wear and tea r becorre ap ~arent for some time, these may

ce

p~esent in

l atent forrr., so also with the living orpanism, esoecially if regene ration
is retarded or impo s sible, as in some of the more highlv developed
tissues and organs, e.g., the central nervous system.

In some cases

this abnormallv early latent ageing proces s becomes manifest, as when,
in~ youth or young adult, definjte senile features appear (baldness,
~rey hairs, arcus senilis, stooping, wrinkles, impotence, undue fatigue
etc.).

Schwartz and Cooke, reporting a case of progeria, are convinced

that the possib ility of the development of manv of the lesions characteristic of senility during the early years of l ife and of death from
degenerative senility during the second decade gives further evidence
that f a ctors other than chronological age are important in the production
of these changes .
From this point of view, at least some part of the relative hypoplasia of organs might reasonable be considered as an early latent stage
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of those deep-seated senile changes which are manifestPd when the organs
atrophv and degenerate in the final senile period o~ life .

However , it

is difficult to draw definite conclusions .
CANCER AND AGFING
For many years Dr. Leo Loeb of the Laboratory of Research Pathology,
Washington University School of Medicine , has been a leading authority
on the subject of cancer .

It is to him that we tt,rn in order to learn

the present status of cancer and the process of ageing .

In his mind the

change of the individual froIT a state of a rigidly integrated organization to a state of i~creasing dissociation and abnormality of structure
and function of the various organs and tissues which takes place with
increasing age may render an individual in his old age in certain respects more simllar to another old individual of the sarr.e species than
to himself as he was in earlier life.

This , he considers to be a diver-

sifyjng effect of ageing on organs and tissues

anr

considers it an in-

creasing individualization which is characteristic of the ageing process .
Loeb describes the ~etaboljc, functional and growth processes in
the organism taking place largely in the form of cycles or rhythms in
which, in the end , the stafe from which the cycle sbrted is again
reached.

With age , there is a gradually increasing incompleteness and

imperfection of the basic cyclic pro ce sses which bears an intimate relation to the degenerative and dissociative changes which in general
occur with advancing years, as well as to progressive growth processes
which may end in the transforrration of a norrral tissue or organ into a
cancerous one .

Loeb believes that it is this ·incollipleteness of the

cyclic response of tre tissues t o growth stimuli which in the end may
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lead to the permanent irreversible increase in growth energy of acertain tissue, often associated with an increase in affioeboid movements ,
which const itutes cancerous growth.

The transformation of a normal into

a cancerous tissue in general depends on the long-continued action of
growth stimuli on a tissue which is genetically responsive to such
stimuli .

That cancer occurs with increasing frequency at l a ter periods

of life is lart"eh due to the fact that long- continued action of these
stimuli in the large majority of cases is required and for tr is reason
cancer may be included among the ageing processes .

This explanation of

the relationship of cancer to ageing is not entirely an 1Jnlikely one;
yet it is speculative and awaits further expe rimentation .
Cowdry is not so strongly convinced that the i ncreasing inbalance
with ageing has something to do with the cancerous transfor~ation of
tis sue .

That it is not a factor in the procsuction of all cancers is

clear, because sorre types characteristically appear in youth and after
a certain age is passed the incidence of certain cancers is not increased .
The relation of age to cancer incidence in the human species has
been noted for rrBny years .

It has been observed that certain c~ncers ,

~ainly those in which embryonal processes a re involved , may appear early
in life , but that a s a r ule the most common types of cancer increase in
freq uency with advancing age up t o a certain point , although in the ca se
of some cancers this increase in frequency may occur only up to a cert a i n
age when with still older age again a decrease in incidence ~ay take
place .

Some cancers , espe c ially carcinorra s of the female sex organs ,

h~ve a cha r a cteristic age curve which bears a relation to tte function
of these organs (Loeb) .

It has mo reoVEr been found that not only
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cancers originating in embryonal life, but also some of the more common
tyoes of cancer, such a s squamous cell carcinomas of the body sur:aces ,
which usually develop late in life, may in rare instances appear in
young pe rsons below the a ge of 10 or 15 yea r s (Pearl and B3.con , 1927 ;
Pack and LeFevre , 1930; and Carey, 1942) .

However as a rule it is the

cancer of the connective t issue, sarcoma, which has~ tendency to develop
in younger individuals and this f inding would be i n agreerrent with the
greater read iness of connective tissue cells to respond with cancer formation to less specific stimuli t han do epithelial structures (Loeb).
Extens ive studies

rv

Loeb and his a ssociates based on the experi-

mental study of cancer in various species of aniID:J.ls--l a r gely in mice
and r 3.ts--which was begun fro rr forty to fifty years ago and which continued to the present time, has furnished important data concerning
the relat ion of age to cancer.

In genera l it may be sta ted tha t each

tissue component of the various organs has its own characteristic constitution which is genetic"illy determined and i t is this heredita ry-genetic factor which prima rily determines the specific readiness of the
va rious tissues to become cancerous in response to growth stirruli .

In

one '::tr a in of , n anirv1l species one type of organ and tissue is prone
to develop cancer a s a result of its genetic constitution, while jn
another strain another organ and tissue may show such a tendency.

It

is espPcially the rnammary carcinoma of mice who se origin has been :rr.ost
thoroughly ana lyzed and i t ha s been found that the incidence of this
cancer differs grea tly in differont strains of mice; i n some stra ins it
ms.y approach zero while in other strains it rray be nearly 100%; and in
still others it may be inter mediate between the se two extremes ; this
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incidence characteristic of a certain strain as a rule remains aporoximately constant in successive generations .

Xoreover it has been found

that in the rrajority of strains a close parallelism exists between cance r age and cancer incidence ; generally the ear l ier the appearance of
cance r in a strain , the greater the incidence .

But in certain strains

a dissociation was obsc, rved between cancer incidence and cancer age;
a relatively low i ncidence of cancer could be coKbjned with an early
ap oearance of rramma ry carcinoma in some str a ins and there were other
strains with a high incidePce in whicr carcinoma appeared relat ivelv
late in life (Loeb, 1916; and Lathrop and Loeb , 1915a, 1915b) .

In 1920 ,

Loeb furtherrrore deterrrined by experimental metlods that the so-called
spontaneous mamn:ary carc~noma in mice is due to the combined a ction of
horrrones , pro ruced in the ovaries of the ani mal itself, and of genetic
factors transmitted bv the germ cells .
The work of Loeb has brought forth the importance of heredity and
perhaps hormones in the production of cancer but what has it proved concerning the relation of cancer to the process of ageing?

Every instance

whe re we might suspect a rels.t ionship is not without exception; every
i 11stance where .. ,_ relationship appears proved is on deeper inspect i on
governed by heredity .

Fro m his experirents, it is impossible for me to

deduce any definite conclusions concerning the effect of ageing on the
f orma tion of cancer.
Nevertheless, Loeb concludes that the irreversible cancerous growths
should be i ncluded among the a geing procAsses and that this would imply
tha t in such ageing processes two distinct conditions are involved:
1) Interactions between the genetic const itution of a living substratum
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and envirolli'lental factors which in the course of tiITe leqd to diminution and disorganization of rr.etabolic, functional and growth processes
in the parenchyrna of an organ, and t o a diminution in cells and sclerotic changes in stroma and vessels .
continued stimulation

IDa''

2) The cUITulative effect of long-

lead to a replacement of t he normal cyclic

growth processes by continuously intensified growth processes which ultiF,ately lead to the formation of cancer .

Thus, Loeb continues, environ-

mental factors acting on a genetically determjned substratum cause two
apparently mutually op osed ageing processes , one representing a state
of deprPssion and degeneration , with a relative increase of a dense
stroma , and the other ~ state of a heightened growth activity of cells
whose murber is thus gredtly enlarged, while the stroma is as a rule
decrea sed .

Both conditions have fn common a discoordinat ion and dissoci-

ation of the activities and functions of the various constitu~nts of the
organism, wrich
death .

W'i S

origin·. 1lly finely integrated, thus leading to its

Furtherrr.ore , bot:P these ageing processes may be caused by the

sarre environmental factors; the grea t difference in the results seems
to be due to quantitative differences in the strength of these environmental factors and in the parts of the organism on which they act .
Loeb has treated the pathologv of ageine in a very fascinating manner.

However , we are still at a loss as to whether this pa thology is a

cause of a·~eing or whether it only occJrs incidentally to other more
basic chang;:, s in the ageing organism .
of ageing?

Is it the cause or onlv the effect

This question has yet to be answered .

If it can be proven

that cancer and ageing have a definite , fixed relationship, then we will
have gone a long wav toward proving that ageing itself is a patholo gical
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manifestation.

This is less os of the sclerotic changes and parenchy-

mal depression which were also described by Loeb.

That is why we have

included the sclerotic changes under the physiological anatomy of ageing ;
they are universal i~ occurrence and thereby take on a physiological
significance .

Cancers are not universal and are presumably totally

pathological in nature .

This seerr;.s to place a stigrca on the idealistic

conclusions of loeb .
Powever , the description given b~r Loeb , gives me an excellent
opportunity to introduce the next part of this paper , narrely , the portion which deals with the effects of anti- reticular cytoxic serum on
ageing .

Thi s serum has been devised to counteract the two patbological

changes which were given so much importance by Loeb , namely , cancer
formation and sclerotic changes in tissue .
ANT I-RETICULAF CYTOTOXIC SEFUM J,.ND AGFING
The Russian Pathologist , Bogomolets, has long been interested in
the probl em of longevity .

As founder and dire ctor of the Kiev Institute

of Experirrental Biol ogy and Pathology, he advance and developed the.thesis of the active elements of the connective tissue , published in his
book , "The Constitution and tbe Mesenchyme" .

Cl inical studies perforn:ed

by himself and his 37 assistants indicated that the cells of the connective tissue intercept and destroy microres which penetrate the body .
The str,1cture and condition of these cells determjne the organism ' s resistance to infection, its predisposition to cancer and senile changes .
Having arrjved at what he believed to be an explanation for pre~ature senility , Bogo~olets feverishly set to work to discover n:eans of
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prolonging tre life soan .

In a volume entitled , "Prolongation of Life",

Bogomolets prfsented the thes is that a life span of 50-?0 years is the
result of abnormal conditions and not the time limit set for man bv
nature.

He pointed to the fact that the life span of an anirral is 5 to

6 tim"'s longer than its period of rraturation and that, therefore , the

usual life span of rr.an should be 125-150 years.

Pe argued th~t old

age was the result of social conditions, of coJd, huneer, and poverty,
all of which wreak ravoc with the human orpqn isrr. and render it susceptible to a variety of diseases .

Be maintained that not onl v do such maj or

diseases as tuberculosis , syphilis, and typhus shorten the life span,
but also such minor ones as colds, tonsillitis , and other infections.
In tbe period from 1937-Je, Bogomolets began to develop his antireticular cytotoxic serun and to experirrent with it , first on animals
and tl:en on humans.

In his institute, he established a special clinic

to treat only patients ovE.r 50.

Small injections of the seru,_'11 and

special instructions on diet produced satisfactory results .
of the patients irr.proved rapidly .

The health

Headaches, rheurr.atisrr;, insorr.nia dis-

appeared, and tl e working capaci tv of the patients increased considerably.

The dav after the Nazis attacked, on June 23, 1941, a cable from

P-oscow announced to the world, that tl.e life- prolonging serum had been
perfected.

In an interview with the press, Bogomolets stated , "One can

and must strur.gle against old age.

It can be treated just as any other

illness because what we are accustomed to regard a s norrral old age is
actually an 'lbnormal, premature phenomenon."
Let us now consider a method of preparing anti-reticular cytotoxic
SE..

rum.

This has been well described by Fa rchuk who prepares the seruru
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from anin:als (horse, donkey , goat, sheep); the animal is immunized with
antigen taken from the spleen and rib marrow of a human cadaver not
later than 6- 10 hours after death.

It is important to obtain the anti-

gen from cases with no infectious diseases.
The antigen is prepared in the following manner: 5-15 grams of
tissue in the proportion of 1-2 parts of marrow to ~-9 parts of the
spleen are minced with a knife in a Petri dish and washed with physiologic saline for better extraction of the erythrocytes.

The contents

of the dish are trien transferred to a porcelain mortar and ground thoroughly.

To this is added a volume of 0.85 per cent sodium chloride,

five times the weight of the tissues.

Half of the resulting suspension

is centrifuged for 3-4 minutes at 1000 r.p . m.

The supernatant, from

which the upper layer of fat has been removecl, is injected intravenously, and tre uncentrifuged antigen is introduced orally .
The antigen is injected 5-6 times in increasing doses at intervals
of 4-5 days.

Eight or nine days after the last injection, the titer

of cytotoxins in the serwr is determined bv complement flxation .

The

serum is suitable for use if its titer is not less than 1:100 and the
hemolvtic propertie s in relation to human erythrocytes is not more than
1:16.

If this is the case, a quantity of blood is taken from the ani-

mals .

The serum is separated and poured into 1-3 c . c. ampules .

cultured on broth and agar to ascertain i ts sterility .

It is

Its toxicity is

checked on rabbits and guinea pigs by an intravenous and subcutaneous
injection of 10 c.c .
Before we dis cuss the supposed action of the anti-reticular c,rto toxic seru.,~, it is necessary that we review certain points which have
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been emphasized by Bogomolets.

Bogomolets has constantly pointed out

the importance of what he terms, "the physiologic system of the connec
tive tissue"; he has ascribed to it the following functions, all of
which are highly important for the general reactivity of the organism:
{a) Trophic function: regulation of cellular nutrition and metabolism
(oxidative processes, formation and maintenance of the constancy of the
structure and function of the hemato-parenchymal barrier, etc.) and the
function of depot.

He states that disorders in the trophic function

result in various pathologic conditions and contribute in great measure
to the precocious senescence of the body.

(b) Plastic function: active

participation in the healing of wounds, ulcers, and fractures, and in
the regeneration of tissues.

(c) Protective functions: (1) participation

in the reaction of the body-to infection by manifesting an intense pha
gocytic and organizing activity at the site where antibodies are pro
duced which reactivity conditions the course and outcome of the infec
tion; (2) active participation in the reaction of the body to the develop
ment of new growths.

(d} Autoregulative function: autoregulation of the

functions of the physiologic system of the connective tissue through
internal secretion. This concerns autocatalysis resulting in the for
mation of stimulating substances, especially in the spleen.

(e) Mechani

cal function: the osseous and elastic skeleton of the body is formed by
the physiologic system of the connective tissue.
Bogomolets believes that the connective tissue distributed through
out the body, united by a general bio- and pbysico-chemical structure
and highly multi-functional, plays a very important trophic role in the
body.

His experiments are based on the belief that the age and health
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of the body are determined largely by the age changes and physiologic
condition of its connective tissue .
It is Bogorrolets' contention that the cel lular elements of the
11

physiologic system of the connective tissue" produce substances of

various chemical nature , arranged in the form of fibrilles , either minutely or crudely dispersed , which fill the space between the capillaries
and the parenchymal cells and form the so - called herr~to - parenchymal barrier .

He believes that this is not only a barrier but a depot of various

nutritive substances from which the cells obtain the ne cessary energy
and plastic resources .

The nutrition of the adjoining parenchyrr.al cell s

de ends upon the condition of this barrier and the quality of the substances composing it .

In hi s rrind , there is no doubt that disorders of

the physiologic system of the connective tissue play an important role
in the origin of those patrologic conditions which prevent man from attaining his normal lonr,evity .

He here refers to hypertensi on and cancer .

Contemporary clinical patlology tends to regard hypertension as the
result of an accumulation in the body of substances which, bv acting
through the vasomotors , are capable of producing a sustained elevation
of blood pre s sure .

Bor omolets believes that hypertension in rr.any cases

arises as a result of an affection of the norrr.al permeability of the
herr~to- parenchymal barrier .

This disorder is usually tre initial stage

of pre- sclerotic changes in the capillaries .

The resulting hypertension

may be regarded as compensatory , overcoming the hindrances which arise
in the filter:in r- membrane- -in the hemato - parenchymal barrier .
Bogor;olets presents evidence that jn a number of cases of hypertension, treatment with anti- reticular serum succeeded in permanently
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lowering tbe blood pressure to normal.

This treat~ent , says Bogomolets ,

should be applied in early cases of hypertersion before irreversible
sclerotic changes take place in the hemato - parenchyrral barrier .

He be-

lieves that the success of this treatment confirms the foregoing point
of view about the pathogenes is of many cases of hypertensive disease.
}urthermore, Dogomolets contends that the physiological system of
the connective tissue also plays an important role in the r fs is tance of
the body to carcinogenetic tumors .

This r es istance appears to take the

following course: whereas the ma crophages penetrating the tumor tissue
destroy the carcino genetic cellular elements, the fibroblasts and microphages form a strong line of demarcation around the cancerous foci .
They hinder tre inf iltrat ing growth of the tu..~or by stranglinf the carcinogenetic elements as if in a vise and , by growing into the tu.~or they
help re , lace carcinogenous cells with benign tissue .
Bornmolets concludes that the age of the organism is equ,ivalent to
the a~e of its conne ctive tissue .

The fight for the health of the or-

ganism , for its norrr..a.l longevity, must necessarily be a fight for heal thy
connective tissue .

Stimul ated by his former teacher , Metchnikoff , he

has proposed the anti-reticular cytotoxic serurr: to prevent early a geing
of the physiologic system of the connective tissue .

His theory is that

it acts by stimulating the plastic , protective , and trophic functions
of the svstem of connective tissue and in this way will provide a means
of f ighting the pre cocious senile fading of the body, of fi ~hting for
it s normal longevity .
Let us now attempt to evaluate and analyze this work of Bogomolets
and his co-workers .

We shall re handicapped by the paucity of American

literature on the subject for studies have just befun in this country,
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and bv our inability to read the Russian language .

In spite of this,

cert ain conclusions may be reached.
In the first place, it must be understood that Bogomolets does not
propose to prolong life indefinitelv or beyond what he calls its normal
longevity .

In other words , he proposes to allay two conditions (hyper-

tension and cancer) for which the etiology is unknown and for which
there is no accepted trFatment that will cure in each instance of the
disease, anr thereby permit mqn to live to a normal death .

That is

consistant with our ideas of the existence of both a physiological and
a pathological ageing .
However, his description of the hemato-parenchymal barrier is based
only on pure speculation.

The existence of such a barrier ha s been a

matter of heated discussion among anatomists and physiologists for many
years; the question still goes unanswered and anv conclusions founded
on the assurrption that it does exist, are to be se riously doubted .

He

states that hypertension arises as a result of an affectation of the
normal permeabilitv of the hemato-parenchyn:al barrier .
landish assumption.

This is an out-

He gors on to state that this disorder is usually

the initial stage of pre - sclerotic changes in the capillaries; however ,
according to American inV•? stigators , there are no discernible changes
with age in the capillaries, except those of the renal glornerulus (Cohn) .
Throughout Bogomolets' ~iscus sions , he attaches supreme importance
to the connective tissue elements and leads us to believe that age changes
in the body are chiefly dependent on these elements .

Previous authors

(Hodge, Cowd ri,r, and Korenchevsky) have described changes in parenchymal
cells wrich accompany areing and which a ppear to be intrinsic in origin,
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not dependent on an i nitial connective tissue change .

The question of

whether ageing of pa r enchymal cells can be slowed down bv keeping the
connective tissue healthy ~resPnts itself .

The neagre evidence present-

ed bv Bogomolets is certainlv not sufficient proof .

Neverthless , after

time has assembled more experi~ental evidence on this subject , we shall
he better qualified to determine the importance of the connective tissue
in producing the signs of ageing , and it rr.av then be found tha t there is
more truth t ha n fantasv in the as sumptions of Bogorr.olets .

However , at

present his work appears ove rcome with fallacy .
Again , Cohn's observation that capillaries of the renal glorr.erulus
beco~e a trophic and hyaline with age seems t o dispute the idea that
t hese changes a re dependent on the condition of the hemato- parenchymal
barrier .

Here primary changes occur in endothelial cells whi ch most

ana tomists and physiologists will agre0 , are i n direct contact with the
blood .

Th is observation is a fact which Bogorrolets apparently has ig-

nored .

By his definition , the hemato - parenchvmal barrier lies between

the capillaries and the pa renchymal cells .

Any change i n the endothe-

liurr. of the cap illari es would not be influenced by the herr.ato - parench~.nnal
ba rrie r; yet these structures too , show all the signs of ageing .
Bogomolets' contention that the conne ctive tissue of the body pla ys
an important role in the resista nce of the body to carcinogenetic t ,uwrs
is deserving of serious questioning .

Are tumors inherently benign or

malignant or a re t reir benign or malignant depPndent on the reaction of
t he s11rrounding connective tissue?

The capsule of the benign connective

tissue t umors is well known; is this onlv a case where the resistance
of the rost is such that it can attack , surround , and subjugate a growth
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which had malignant potentialities?
tu~- ors held in

9.

In turn , are certain epithelial

state of benignity bv the reaction of the connective

tiss ue or are the characteristics of the growth originally benign or
malignant totally independent of reactions in the surrounding connec tive tissue?

Afain we arE: faced by tbe paucitv of Pvidence , but seri-

ous doubt mav be pb.ced on the conclusions of Bogorr:olets; a l though it
is commonly obse rved that benign t umors mav turn rr~lignant and this indicates some form of resistance on the part of the host , there is no
experimental data to show that this lies wholly in the connective tissue .
The relationshin of t umors to hereditary f actors and t o hormones ~s was
shown bv Loeb indicates that resistance to tumors by the bodv is a propertv of forces quite foreign to the c~nnective t i ssue .
Further'llore, Bogomolets de scribes the process whereby ma crophages
penetrate the tumor tissue and destrov the carcinogr netic cellular elements.

On the contrary , rn icrosco oic observation r eveals relatively

little destruction in the benign t irr.ors wrile there is usuallv conside r 1

a ble necrosis in the highly mali gnant turr:.ors , even to a point of inflarr.mation .

In mv own Find, t r is indicates tha t connective ttssue resis-

tance arises on1y secondary to rralignant tu.'T•ors and has little to do
with the process whe reby it originally became malignant .

The connective

tissue elements ITav resist tu.~or growth, but how great this resista nce
is or how it acts, is a long way fro~ being proved .
We have dealt long.and tediously with the work of Bogomolets .

We

have cens~red it quite severely and made its va lue seem questionable .
Powever, if reviewing his work has done nothing else , it has gi ven us a
purely pathological viPwpoint of the process of ageing , and ttis was
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the primary purpose for discussing it .

His ~ethods for reversing this

pathology deserve consideration, but their value de pends on future
inve stigation .

THE BIOCEEMISTRY OF AGEING

"Consequently to preserve life is to use meates and drinks accord ing to the age of tbe person .

Fo r tbe dyet of youth is not convenient

for old age nor contrariwise 11 --Thorras Cogan (1596) .
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After writing a fortv-five page exposition on tr.e chemical aspects
of ageing, McCay concluded that almost nothing is known of tI'e biochemistry of ageing.

However, definite advances must be recognized in the

discoveries showing that the life span can be greatly extended by manipulating the diet and most certainly the field of biochemistry occupies an
important place in all considerations of the proce ss of ageing.

Here

lies the possibility of analyzing the initia l changes in an organism
which become nanifest in the later vears of life; here, too, possibly
lies sor e hope of reversi.ng the reactions which dav bv day introduce the
changes that finally result in seniljty .

The interest of the biochemist

must be focused on s period long before nhysiologi.cal and anatomical
alterations signify the declining years.

His challenge is to detect

these changes and define t hem in terms of quantitat ive biochemistry at
the time of their beginning (1/~cNider) .
NUTRITION AND AGEING
One pertinent question , which concerns the relationship between the
rate of growth in organisms and the life span , can be answered by experirrents nirected alonr a nutritional basis .

Such an experiment has been

reported with r a ts (McCay and· Crowell , 1934).

One group of rats was

allowed to grow to iraturitv at a nor al rate.

Two groups were retarded

by reducing the energy of the diet to a level adequate for maintenance
but insufficient to perrr~t growth .

One group was trus held for rrore

than 700 days and another in excess of 900 davs without being allowed
to grow to maturity .

When trey were finally given adequate calories and

periritted to grow , they did so although they har ~lready exceeded tte
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rean length of life of this species of rats which is about 600 days .
Members of both reta rded groups were alive when those that grew to maturity at the normal rate had all died .

This again indicates that the life

span is flexible and th 1t the possibiity of i ts extension is unknown as
well as that th~ retarded animals tended to outlive those that matured
norrrally (McCay).
In 1935, a follow-up experiment was made in the Nutrition Laboratory
at Cornell O'cCay et al.) .
ing amounts of

3

In the earlier study the rats were fed vary-

diet thRt was complete in all such factors as vitamins ,

proteins and rr inerals even ,..,hen eaten in the srrall amounts allowed the
retarded animals .

This procedure was open to the criticism that the

l~rger animals that r rew normally and c0nsumed more of the di et were obliged to excrete rrore waste products such as nitrogen and salt while the
ret<i_rded ones were smaller and }-ence ate less and threw a s:rraller burden
u~on treir kidneys.

Thus, a secrmd experirrent was designed in which the

same arrount of protein , ffiinerals anr1 vi tamine s was fed to each individual,
but the anirrals that were allowed to mature normally were given all tbe
calories the" wished in the form of a r- ixture of sugar and lard .

In

this se coGC' stud,, 106 rats were divided i nto two groups at the time of
weaning .

One of these froups contained 33 members.

to grow to maturit" normally .

These were allowed

The last one of this p-roup died at the

extreme age of 965 days .
The remainder of Ue 106 rats numbering 73, were retarded in growth
for 300 days.

During this period 35 died cue to two accidents in losing

control of the r oom temperature, but 3~ were still alive at 300 days.
Th"se were distributed into four groups, two containing 10 each and two
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9 each .

The f irst of these groups was fed adequately and thus completed

its growth sta rting at 300 days .
for 500 , 700 and 1, 000 days .

Tre other th ree groups were reta r ded

At the time of the death of the last member

of the control group, there were still 18 anirrals alive c istributed
among the va riou s retarded ones .

Only tl-:ree we re· qlive, howe ver, in t he

group that rrat ured ~fte r 300 days .

Even these appedred old in contrast

to the f rou p held fo r 1 , 000 days .
Such expc rirrents rrqke it evident that the total life span can be
extended by control of the gr owth r a te by n:eans of tLe c< i et .

Pr esumably

tr.e r esults i 1d ic~te that be side s the r estriction of calories in reta rding
growth, the type of diet is a lso of so!'re importarc e in prolonging the life
span .

It is McCay's belief t hat suer cha'-ges must moe1ify the course of

the bio chemical changes involved in areing .

To be sure, this is only

one of the rrany pos sibilit i es jn a ltering the re girre and rr anv i mnortant
d i s coveriPs r av lie just beyond our pr esent vision .
McCay ' s Pxperirr.ent showed that the aortas of all retarded animals
tr•q t had died in the sec, nd year of the experiment we r e calcif i ed while
only half of those dving durinf the same pe riod in the norm3l growth
gr o11p were proved to be simila rly calcified .

HumrrPl and Barnes (193P) ,

in an experiment ccmduct ed at the laboratory of animal nutrition a t Cornell University , found calcification of the ao r ta , heart and kidneys in
all r ~ts reta rded in r rowth by de creased caloric intake .

Their experi-

ments appa rently demonstr a te that age is not the prirr~ry determining fac to r of calcifica tion (a rteriosclerosis) inthat the olde st survivors
gave no evide ce of calc ifica tion .

However , t r ere is the possi~ility

th'-t t the r estricted diets dist :r bed U:e rretabol ism of the r a ts in such
1
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a manner that patrological manifestations of calcification resulted .

At

any r :=c.te, a new method of attack upon the problems of arteriosclerosis
is therefore suggested hut only adds a paradox to the life s pan problems
because the retarded anirrals prolong their lives in snite of this cond ition.
Bv these experiments, we are reminded of those of Ctild w.ro showed
t hBt sta rvation of Planaria kept theP: at the same physiological age for
as long as tl"ree years .

Others fed enough to perrrit rapid growth , passed

trrough thirteen asexual generations in the same length of tirr.e .

Long

ago, Child U-erebv concluded that as long as the anin;als do not receive
food enougl: to perr;it growth, there are no indications of senescPnce ,
but when growth occurs, senescence presents itself .
McCay and his co - workers state that they have limited evidence of a
lower incidence of t1rrors in ret ':l. rded anin:als .

It was also found th at

in the case of r ats with life spans that had been extended nearl,· four
years , tre bones were so fragile that they were crushed by the scalpel
in the process of dissecting awa,r the rr.uscles .

On the other hand , r a ts

that died within the De riod of t1:'o to three years , which is usually termed
11

norrr.al

11

retain very f irrr, bones that are difficult to crush .

Son:e of

tre bones of those with the extended life spans were rrnr F shells that
floated in water , while the normal bone of a r a t that die s at the end of
two vea rs a lways sinks .

The end 'ltages were different here although one

case mair have been the terminal picture of forces a cting over a longer
period of tirr.e.

The alternative io consider is a possible ITodification

of the r ate and final state as a result of manipulating the nutrition to
extend the life span .

The correlation of this bone de calcification with

the arpe arance of calcium de posits elsewhe re (aorta , heart , and kidneys)
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appears to indicate that these deposits are not on a basis of 8rteriosclerosis as McCay earlier imnlied .

It seems to be more likely a pro -

cess of metastatic calcification a s a r esult of the diet or of extreme
old age.

McCay believes that it rray also be an illustra tion of the ten-

dency of different organs to age at diffe rent rates.

Thus the bones

ma" seldom degenerate to the point of terminating tre l if e of an animal
because some othe r organ such as the heart tend s to break sown first .
The r e sults of the experiments by McCay and his co-workers are difficult
to evaluate and interpret .

They a r e even mo re difficult to explain.

Evidently, decreased caloric intake strengthens t he life link of some
organ svstems such as the cardiovascular system but does not greatly
affect others such a s the skeletel svsterr .

The one important fact that

a rises from the~ is that t}e span of life can be pr olonged by retarding
f rowth through a restricted diet.

What ever the snecific type of diet

has to do wi th longevity is more dif f icult to deter~ine and the r e sults
obtained by various investigators have not been conclusive.
CYTOLOGY AND CHEMICAL AGEING
In the early studies of Carrel (1913), the superiority of extracts
of the embryo i n promoting the gr owth rate of connective tissue in vitro,
was ob se r ved.

He f ound the tissue juice of old aniw~ls was less effective

in stimulating growth than those of voung ones.

Furthermore, he f ound

f r agments of connective ti ssue from animals of dif f er ent ages had different prope rties of growth.

He stated, "The velocity of growth always

v aried in i nverse ra tio to the age of the anirral f rom which the tissue
had been extirpated ."

However , t issue fragments of different dynamic
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conditions when placed in identical media tended to assume the same rate
of pr oliferation after a few days .
Carrel was unable to get an exact reeasure of the ~ge of an animal
-'" ram the r ate of tissue growth .

However , in comparing the r,rowth rates

of heart and liv~r tissues in plasrrB taken frorr chickens 4 months , 2
years , and 5 years old , there was rrore growth in the voungest pl asma .
This also proved true for tre growtt of connective tissue in the ser um
from a kitten one month old in comparison to that from an old cat .
same phenomenon proved true in testing sera frorr_

The

r um::in beinr s 20 and 45

vears old .
In 1921 , Carrel and Ereling found trat besides the inverse relation
between the rate of growth of a pure culture of fibroblasts cultivated
in plasma, and the age of the animal from which the pl asma is obtained ,
a sirrilar relation exists between the duration of life in vitro of the
fibroblasts , and the age of the anirr,al .

Further experiments in 1921 and

1923, showed t hat the restraining effect of serum on homologous fibro blasts can be ~ttributed to ~he antagonistic action of growth- activating
and growth- inhibiting substances , the effect of the inhibiting substances
always being more pronounced than that of the activating substances .
According to Carrel and Ebeling (1922), the activating s ubstances
are thermolabile and accompany the precipitate obtained by bubbling carbon dioxide through diluted serum.

They postulated that these growth-

activating substances were probably of the same nature as those contained
in ewc rvonic t issue juice and leucocytic extracts or secretions .
hibiting substances resist heat at 65
the albumin fraction .

o

The in-

.

C, and remain in the serUil' with

From experinents conducted in 1921 , Carrel and
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Ebeling came to the conclusion that the inhibiting action on homologous fibroblasts of the heated serum of a young animal increases relatively more than that of an old animal .

After it has been heated , the

inhibiting action of the serum of the old animal is still greater than
precipitate obtained from the serum
2
of a young animal definitely increases the proliferative activity of
that of the young animal.

The CO

homologous fibroblasts, while the CO 2 precipitate of the serum of an
old animal has practically no activating power .

After the removal of

the CO2 pre cipitate, the inhibiting action of the serum of young animals
is increased, while that of old animals is not rrodified.

Therefore,

tne increased inhibiting action of serum on homologous fibroblasts in
old age is partly due to the disappearance of the growth-activating sub~
stances and to the enhanced activity of the growth-inhibiting principle.
In 1925, Baker and Carrel, reported a £roup of experiments wrich
showed that the growth-inhibiting action of serum is l ar~ely due to the
lipoids.

Serum from which the lipoids had been removed, was found to be

much le s s inhibiting to the growth of fibroblasts in vitro than the original serum, and only slightly more inhibiting than Tvrode's solution.

The

lipoids extracted from the serum were found to be toxic and more inhibitinf to the growth of fibroblasts tr a n the original serurr.

They stated

that this inhibiting action is also in some me~sure due to the proteins
of tre se r um .
Further experiments (1927) by Ca rrel and Baker sho~ed that a lthough
t he serum protein is les s inhibitinr than tte serum lipoid, the rate at
wr ich t teir inhibiting action augrrents with age is approxi!Jlately the same .
The concentration of all prote i n fractions becomes larger as are advances.
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The greater inhibiting action of the lipoid is associated with a higher
concentn.tion of total lipoid and lecithin , and a smaller content of
chole sterol as the animal grows olde r.

Carrel and Baker suggest the

hypotr·esis that the inhibitinf action of the serum is assoc i ated with
its antienzymatic action .
The val i.citv of tl:e experi:nents by Carrel and Baker have been put
to serious question in recent years .

In 1935 , Page , Kirk , Lewis, Thomp-

son and Van Slyke conducted a group of experiments to ascertain the
effect of age, beginning with the third dec·1de , on the plasma lipid content of normal men and to ascertain the norrral ranf.:es , in adult men, of
t:re r ifferent lipid fractions determined by the gason:etric methods of
Kirk , Pafe and Van Slyke (1934).
The subjects were men who by ordinary clinical examination were
healthy .

TheY were on unrestricted diets.

Blood was drawn before break-

fast, and was at once heparinized and centrifuged.

The lipids of the

plasrr.a were irmnedbtely extracted with alcohol- ether , and the different
lipid fractions were determined by duplicate analyses , as described by
Kirk, Page , and Van Slyke (1934) .

V·, riation of age , from 20 to 90 years ,

were not found to have a determinable influence on either the amount or
the composition of the plasrr.a lipids of normal men .
It is extremely difficult to arbitrate the views of these two groups .
It may be that the metrod of investigation used bv Page et al. was not

sufficiently accurate to measure the chanr es in the lipids of the plasma
thRt become manifest when fibroblasts are cultured in vitro, and , on the
other hand, the changes in lipid and protein concentration with age described by Carrel and Baker may be false conclusions and not at all ap-
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plicable to man.

Before conclusions can be reached, more investigation

is needed.
In 1931, Carrel proposed a new concept of cells.

He called it "a

system of cells-environment, of which the structural, functional, physical, plysico-chemical and chemical conditions are considered in time
as well as in space . 11

First, he states that the proliferative activity

of a colony depends on the nature and the concentration of the substances
contained in the pericellular fluid.

Its resting condition is not due

to its t: rowth energy being kept under r Pstraint by some unknown factor,
but merely to the lack of proper food.

Second, the substances that deter-

mine and support cell proliferation are chiefly embryonic proteins, plasrra
proteins, and the large r split products of certain proteins .

Nany other

surstances mav stimulate cell proliferation without being able to support
it.

Third, in a riven rredium , each cell type shows a certain r,rowth ener-

gy ; this growth energv reffiains constant as long as the medium is not

modified .
Time has no effect upon a colonv if the medium is constantly renewed.

Carrel states, "The sgeing of tissues results f rom the cherrical

changes which time imposes on the medium ."

He believes that a state of

lower or higher growth energy can be produced at will bv the introduction
or the removal of proper substances in the pericellular fluid .

He also

believes th ,, t it is probable that variations in the growth energy of
tissues in function of age can be attrihuted to modifications of blood
plnsrr.a and that the growth-restraining effect can be p9.rtlir counterbalanced, even in extrerr:e old age , by embryonic proteins, protein split- products
and leucocytic secretions.
Carrel admits that the inhibiting effe ct of plasma seems to be
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connected in some manner with cell differentiation in that the cicatrization of a wou.~d or the growth of a tumor occurs even in senile individuals .
This takes us back to the work of Minot on cytomorphosis and his des criptions of depene r ati~n following differentiation .

His implication was

tha t cellular degeneration was intrinsic in the cell itself; a necessary
consequence of cellular differentiation .

~ow Car el presents the idea

that cellular de generation is the result of changes in the pericellular
fluid somewhat dependent on the process of cellular differentiation.
His thoughts again bring to our minds the possibility that ageing may be
entirelv pathological and may eventually ~ecome reversible through extensive biochemical resea rch on the changing fluid environment of cells
which accompanies ageing .
From these exr eriments of Carrel and his co-workers, it may be resolved that the field of biocherristry shall be very important in future
studies of the ageing process.

However, it is to be inferred, altrough

Carrel attributes changes in the cell to changes in the pericellular
fluid, that these fluid changes may be secondary to cellular change itself.

Krurrbhaa r (1939) has str essed the modification which tissue fluids

undergo secondarv to the cells which live in the fluids .

This would en-

tail a more difficult mecranism and a more difficult approach to tre
problem of bioche~ical ageing .

Neverthele ss, the work of Carrel has

sown important seeds, to what extent they will grow , only the future can
determine.

His studies need to be extended with work on the sera of other

species and by clearer biochemical isolation of the factors responsible
for the reactions he has observed.
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MISCELLANEOUS ASPECTS OF CPE.M.ICAL AGEING
Modern science has confirmed the early views that senescence is
characterized by losses of water frorr various parts of the body .

Today

this is a well e stablished phenomenon because it is one of the most marked
changes and because the determination is a simple measurement .

In a

study of salamanders , Morgulis found that the percents of ash , organic
matter and of water were respectively 4 . 61 , 20 . 50 , and 74 . ?9 for old
tissue while for regenerating tissue, trev were 0.93 , 15 . 02 and 8'4 . 05
respectivelv .

The most interesting fact brought out in these figures

is the increase of nearly 10 per cent in the water content of the regenerating tissue .
The dehydration which accompanies age ing of colloids has led Y9. rinesco (1913) to postulate that colloidal phenomena may account f or changes
in the animal body .

He believes that at certain ages, variable with the

species, colloidal particles within the r ody tend to reunite and then
cover their surfaces with lipid material .

Thus he atte~pts to account

for the granulations of nervous tissue in certain old anirrals .

In old

a ge he visualizes a denser gel with a slower rate of diffusion for crystalloids.
The progressive dehydrqtion of cells provides the basis for the colloidal theory of ageing.

Ruzicka (1922) clains tha t older cells have a

pH nearer the isoelectric point than ,rounger ones • . He believes ageing
represents passage from a highly to a less dispersed st9.te .

However,

l"cCa:r states that the evidence behind Ruzicka I s theories is not very convincing and t ha t there is considerable conflicting evidence concerning
such factors as the change in hydrogen ion concentration of the blood in
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the course of ageing .

The analogy between ageing in the animal body

and in colloidal solutions has been ciscussed recently by Wel l s (1q33)
who shows that in many ways they a r e siffiilar phenomena .
Kirk, Lewis, and Thorrpson (1935) attempted to ascertain whether with
advancing a ge, and the common tendencv to calcification , chang~s occur
in the plasma calcium concentration .

They concluded tha t up to the age

of 85 the plasma calcium content of the normal adult man undergoes no
changes .

Their data did not extend beyond the a r e of ~5 .

Zondek and Karp (1934) maintain that the increase in iron content
of organs with age is so regular a feature, that the phenomenon must
have some profound biological significance .

They found that the iron

content of the epithelial organs in r ats, guinea-pigs, rabb its , cats
and dogs is constant .

A sirilar constant iron value was obtained for

the v3rious internal organs of the same animal , for the organs of animals
of the same species, and also for the organs of animals of the various
species examined.

Their results show that the rise in iron values oc-

curred in a ll the types of animals examined and at the saffie period, that
is the rriddle period of the animal's life .
lial organs is increased up to 200% .

The iron content of epjthe-

The same iron value is then main-

tained until death .
They state that tris newly acquired iron is probably a compound other
than those a lready present in the cell and must be associated with the
ageing of the cell .

Hence the longer the life period of the anirral the

later does the increase occur .

The riddle period of life can be consjd-

ered the period during which the increase in all iron occurs .

The iron

content of the organs of voung animals is so constant and its increase
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at definite period is so regular that from the iron content of the
organs of an anirral, e specially the kidneys and t e stis, it is possible
to determine tte age group of the animal from which the tissue has been
taken.
Throughout the years , much interest has been shown in the changes
in the composition of teeth and bones with age .

The results are many

and varied and in general tend to show a decrease of water, an increase
of fat, and an increase of ash ,1ith advanc ing age .
Many studies have been conducted on other cherr-ical changes with
ageing; tl:.e r esults fa il to reveal significant or consistent findings.
I

In these stud ies, two probable sources of error must be kept in mind:
In the first place , available data usually cover only tre first half of
life and secondly, the available data has been assembled from chemical
anal vses of lower anirrals like the r at .

We must thereby CDnclude with

Mc Cav that almost nothing is known of the bi ochemistry of ageing .

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF AGEING
"Thou canst help tirr:e to furrow rre with age , but stop no
wrinkle" --3hakespeare .
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A consideration of psychological ageing would of course begin with
the psychological changes encountered in the embryo .

Fxternal stirruli,

which play such an important role in determining the course of psychological development after birth, have been litt1P studied in their relationshiu to the psychology of the fetus.

During gestation, not one fetus

developes in the same environment (including amnionic fluid , maternal
blood, and maternal behavior) or is one ever born in the same identical
manner as another.

The irrportance of these factors in influencing the

psvchological growth of the fetus present an open field fo r investigation.
That maternal impressions have no effect on the fetus is an established
fact but that fetal impressions cannot be acquired through the mother
is not .
When babies are born, not one exhibits Lhe same psvchological behavior as another; babies do not begin life on common grounds psychologicallv; trev are all different.

This alone seems to indicate psycholog-

ical forces which r anifest their influence in utero .

The question of

whether these forces are environmental stimuli or whether trey are simply
thr manif estation of here~itv or possible a combination of both is a
question that awaits the future for an answer .
Psvchological ageing of the human infant from the time of birth to
the age of five years has been greatly enlightened in recent years by the
work of Gesell.

It is to his work tha t we now turn .

The aF.BZing rapidity

of growth in earlv life has lead me to consider the psychological development of the infant with great care, for possibly here the greatest
change s will be rret and the greatest psvchological determinants of the
life of the individual.
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It is commonly known that of all infants, the human infant is at
birth the most helP.,less.

Gesell states that in a sense, he is not fully

born until he is about four weeks of age.

It takes him that long to at-

tain a working physiological adjustment to his-postnatal environment.
Frequently the neonate seems to be in a twilight zone between sleeping
and waking.

He is quasi-dormant.

He is indeed growing so rapidly in

all fields of behavior that he shows variations and fluctuations from
day to day.

Certain 4-week-old patterns are developmentally related

to those of the fetal period on the one hand, and to those of the 16week-old infant on the other.
Gesell goes on to describe the changes with each succeeding week
during which the infant moves more deeply into his domestic environment.
At 16 weeks he is already graduating from the cozy confines of the bas
sinet.

He has longer and better defined waking periods; he may even de

mand social attention by fussing.
eoming more obvious.
pressures arise.

His traits of individuality are be

Conflicts with excessive and untimely environmental

His acculturation is well under way.

states that developmental transitions are rarely sudden.
however, marks a turning point.

However, Gesell
Sixteen weeks,

It ushers in a period of rapid cortical

organization which brin s about important transformations and new corre
lations of sensori-motor behavior, particularly in the coordination of
ocular and manual reactions.
As the 16-week-old infant graduated from the bassinet, so the 28week-old infant has graduated from the crib to a chair.
a sitter.

He is becoming

He will soon maintain independent sedentary balance.

Whereas

the 16-week-old infant is given to inspection of surroundings, the
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2r- week- old infant inspects objects , and if the object is wi thin reach
it is usually in his busy hands .

The 2R- week- old infant crows and squeal s .

At 16 weeks he cooed , at 4 weeks he rrerely newed !
Forty weeks marks a transition to what is almost an epoch , since
there are so man~, new and distinctive patterns of behav ior emerging i n
the developmental complex .
except during sleep .

The supine posture is now scarcely tolerated

He can stand with support .

He takes a new social

interPst in the household and even enjoys short expeditions into the outside worlrl .
ducer .

He shows a new interest in words , both as receptor and pro-

In prehension , ranipulation , and investigativeness he gives many

significant tokens of discrimination and el aborative behavi or .

Not only

is he penetrating deeper into the family circle , but he hi msel f is more
ful ly adopted by that circle as a participating member .

This is further

ev idence of important psychological transfo rma t i ons .
The one year ol d child is still perfect i ng patterns which came into
the picture at 40 weeks and which come to furthe r fulfillment at about
the age of 15 months .

The 15- month- old child assumes the erect posture

independently: he can walk alone ; he can put a ball into a box ; place
a pellet i n a bottle; build a tower of two blo cks ; scribble spontaneousl y ,
talk in jargon , communicate by gesture , use a spoon , and put on simpl e
garments .

It is interesting to note that the 1-year-old chil d is just

at the brink of all these abilities .

They are then in a nascent or in-

termediate stage .
The devel opmental transformations which occur in the f i rst year of
life far exceed those of any other period excepting only the period of
gestation .

But in the brief space of~ year this hel pl ess creature is
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on his two feet, cruising, prying, exploring .

He becomes a complex in-

dj vidual capable of varied emotions, of flashes of insight, and of persevering stretches of effort.

His personality anJ his riversified abil-

ities at one year of age are the product of an extremely swift season of
growth .
So multiform are these mental transfo rma tions that it is difficult
to see them in proportion and perspective .

Although the rate of develop-

ment in infancy is extre~ely rapid, the process i tself is no different
from that which prevails in later years .

In terms of process , the infant

advances psychologically by the same steps which carry him forward in
childhood and youth .

The more minutely his behavior is examined, the

more completely does it resemble in its dynamics the ope rations of the
mature mind .

The organism is fore ver doing new things, but "learning 11

to do them in an old way---reincorporating at a higher level what it has
already approximated at a lower one.

Accord ing to Gesell then, the .

metr,ods of growth of the infant therefore anticipate and simulate those
of later vears.

The infant is oredictive of his later self .

The char-

acteristics of ~ental growth in the nursery school and kindergarten child
are those of infancy.
The tide of development deepens with age and in a relaiive sense it
also slows down .

As age increases it takes a longer lapse of time to

attain a proportionate degree of maturity .

These ideas of Gesell parallel

the or•se rvations of i·'inot which dealt with anatomical developrr,ent.

It

seems then , that from this we might conclude that the whole perspective
of the individual and his ageing processes--hi s anatomy, physiology and
psyche--are characterized by tremendous age ing at the earliest stages of
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development, and upon tbis rests his whole future developrrent .
at tirth is great , but it progressively declines.
be the ps"chological ageing of the errbryo!
which govern the embryo!

Ageing

How great then must

How irrportant are the factors

Certainly within the emcryo lie important de-

terrrinants of developrr.ent and these sarre determinants are the governing
factors of development · n later life.

,riewed frorr th is vantage point,

how disinteresting is life beyond birth to students of 3.geing, how minimal the changes!

If this is true, a better understanding of psycholo 0 ical

transforIT•.1.tions occurring in utero would l ead to a better understanding
of the psychology of individ c1aJ_s after birth.

Of course , we must not

forget the importance of heredity and tbe po ssit ilitv that it r'.ay in
gre~t measure control the psychological development, especially in the
earliest stages of life, for it seems at that time, the individual is
less prone to react to his environment and be influenced by it .
Many changes take place between 1 year and 18 months .
makes enormous gains in general bodily control.

He also makes consider-

able gains in the fields of adaptive and social behavior.
gains are ratber less evident.

The infant

But the latter

Superficially they are often so sketchy

that their developmental importance is not sufficiently appreciated .
There is danger of underestimating the psychological complexity of th i s
first di fficult trans i tio n f rom babyhood to a more mature estate.

In

many respects this is tbe most poorly understood period of early child
developr.ent (Gesell).
In the preschool period the r ate of mental growth is so rapid that
every age seerr. 3 cote an age of transition.
growth progressively declines;

However the rate of rr.ental

th i s voul d undoubtedly be more apparent

if the percentage increrrents of mental developrent were available .

The
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small difference oetween eighteen rr.onths and two years of age have deeper developmental implications than appear on the surface .

The develop-

mental gain in language behavior is particularly significant.

The 2-

year-old gives many indications that te is becorring a thinking animal.
Three is a delightful age .
gives way to a higher estate .

Infancy superannuates at two years and
The transition is not abrupt but is evi-

dent in many ouaint anticipations of maturity , serious for the child ,
amusing to us.

Psychologically, three years has more affinities with

4-vear-olcness than with 2-year-oldness .

To understand the 3-year-old

we must recognize his almost corrplete ignorance of the wide world beyond
the nurse r v .

This unsophistication accounts for his picturesque serious-

ness, :bi.:5 intellectual confusions, his boners .

But his coITJIPand of sen-

tences is rapidly increasing; he has a stronf propensity to reaprly and
to extend ris experience; he is increasingly aware of himself as a person among persons .

All these factors combine to r.ake age three a nodal

point, a turning in the upward path which leads to the kindergarten and
elementary school.
At four years of age , the developing child is more sophisticated and
even a bit dogmatic because of his amateur command of words and ideas .
His verbal assertiveness may deceive us into crediting :bim with more
knowledge than he actually possesses.

His propensity to speak out, to

produce, to create, makes him highly responsive to psychological examination .

These interesting traits also make him more transparent to obser-

vation .
The period of early childhood is coming to a relative close at five
years of age.

The five -vear-old may not be ready for the technicalities

or abstractions of reading, writing, and sums f or another two years, but
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he is no longer tied to apron strings .

He endures and even enjoys the

separation from home de~~nded by a kindergarten .

He is more self- con-

tained and self- dependent than Four who is still deeply immer sed in
elementary explorations of the physical and social world .

Five has a

better understanding of this world and of his own identity in it .
Society likewise recognizes a budding social maturity and provides increasing opportunity for group behavior .

Fascist governments have not

found the five-year-old too young to regiment in uniforms , to marshal
in battalions preparatory to group behavior which will be required in
later years .

Five is more of a "little man" than Four .

This work of Gesell serves as an example of where we believe the
emphasis on st 1Jdies of the ageing process srould be placed, that is, at
the earliest period of development where ageing is the greatest .

His

work has shown the tremendous psvchological changes of infancy; their
importance ttroughout the life of the individual is not to be denied ,
As the school age presents itself , the outside world is trulv opened
unto the child .

Although little has been written concerning this age , it

is necessarily of great importance in the human life .
of Gesell has centered a round this period of life.

The latest work

During this age,

the child comes under the influence of many new acquaintances , of his
own age and elders .

Where his parents have so greatly dominated his

life , his teachers step forth to occupy a position of nearly equal importance .
The world becomes a domain of new problems and new interests which
pre sent themselves in ever increasing numbers .

Again , the reaction of

the child in this period follows through in much the same pattern as
his previous experiences .

Jahr states that his success is dependent on
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the home-life he experienced in the pre-school years.

The personality

of the child, although basicallv determined in infancy and the pre-school
years, takes more exacting form.

~~re personality variants are seen;

no longer can definite psychological reactions be set down for acertain age , for in this new and rapidly expanding world, the individual personalitv manifests itself.
seen.

Introvertive and extrovertive reactions are

Otter reactions described by Jahr include egotism, indifference,

and the attitude.of being self-satisfied; his feelings toward the opposite sex are definitely nil.
The age of puberty has been described by many authors.

Hollingworth

defines it as that period of life which lies between childhood and
adulthood .

It is that age wl:ich has been various]y termed, "the endo-

crine storm", "the awkward age" , "tl:e age of storm and stress", and
"the silly age".

It marks the beginning of adolescence.

Approximately,

adolescence is the period of the "teens", covering thus about seven
years of a person 's imrraturity.
. The changes of adolescence are well known to all.

The female begins

to menstruate; the male begins to shave, his voice changes, and the
secondary sexual characteristics develop in both.

This age is character-

ized bv numerous problems for it is the beginning of responsibility and
of the urge for independence.
opposite sex (Jahr).

The ego unfolds as does interest in the

There now occurs a psychological weaning, where

family ties must undergo modification and where the strive for independance becomes real.

The more responsibility given the individual at

at this time , the greater will be his ability to face it later on.
The attitude which the adolescent takes toward sex is dependent on his
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earlier experience as are many of his other attitudes .

For instance,

if his parents had originally nade sex taboo, the adolescent will have
difficulty adjusting himself to it (Jahr) .
It is in the adolescent period of life that the individual must
begin seeking self- supoort .

He must also face the problem of mating .

The beginning of adolescence is the dawn of sexual attraction and the
growth of sex interests .

Although the act ivities of courtship may

often he observed among prepubescents as incipient n:anifestations of
growing sex interest , the greatest activities which have for their
conscious or unconscious aim the attraction of favorable attention from
the opposite sex, are seen during the age of adolescence .
Certainly t be problerrs of adolescence are the most trving of one s
life.

It is then that the ageing individual first faces responsibilities

which normally carry over to the self-sustaining condition of maturity .
Although the psychological response of his personality has been in the
rrain l a id down earlier, he now begins to applv it in actuality .
t he crucial test .

This is

The better his early psychological development, the

better will be his adjustrr:ent in adolesc ence .

The numerous problems of

the adolescent age are enough to fill the pages of many volume s; let it
suffice to say that at this age, the human being faces his most crucial
cha llenge .

His abilitv or inability to face thi s challenge will usua lly

become manifest at this age (Hollingworth) .
When is a person n,ature?
maturity is .

It is not at all easy to say briefly what

Hollingworth states that if we define maturitv as cessation

of growth , then the human being does not mature all at once.

Physical

maturitv, intellectual maturity , sexual maturity , and emotional rr.aturity
must be severally considered .
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According to the investigations of Miles , maturity or the peak of
development in phys ical a ctivity , speed a nd endurance is reached in the
neighborhood of twenty years of age .

This probably occurs simultaneously

with the reaching of maturity in size , but we cannot state this positively
until the WBtter shall have been more carefully studied .
As rega r ds sexual maturity , it is not known at present whether the
quality of reproductive cells varies with age , or whether the cells liberated during adolescence are of the same quality as those liberated in
l a ter life .

However , opinion at present tends to the belief tha t repro-

ductive functions a re mature by the end of the teens .
In our present state of knowledge concerning intellectual maturity ,
we cannot say more than that the average per son arrives at his maximum
i nt ellectual capacity a t sorr.e point between the thirteenth and twentieth
b irthday (Hollingworth) .

~~les , too , implies that intellectual maturity

i s reached a t sometirr.e in mid or late adolescence as is the speed of r es ponse in intellectual tests .

Thereafter the increments of capa city from

inner growth a re evidently negligible .

A person may continue to learn

new f acts but these facts will never be less complex to him than they
were a t the time intellectual ma turity was rea ched .
Most difficult to discuss of all aspects of maturity is e~otional
maturity .

There is a course of growth of e~~tion, just as trere is a

course of growth of intellect, but psychologists have not charted the
former as they have the latter , because methods of measuri ng emotion have
not yet been devised .

I t is interesting to note that in the ancient pub-

lic cererronies ~2ny of the mo st conspicuous test s of maturity (of fitness
for rranhood or womanhood) were tests of capac itv to suffer both physical
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and mental hardship .

l-:e see, therefore , the savage 1 s recognition of the

fa ct ttat suffering is one of the cardinal experiences of adult life and
rn:otional maturity is evident in those who can withstand suffering .
Hollingworth states that the emotionally !!'.ature person is capable
of gradations or degrees of emotional re sponse; he does not show an allor- none reaction; he is able to delay his responses; and he does not prey
upon the amiab ility of his fellow men for self- pity .

However , the age

at which the typical individua l a rrives at the degree of emotional control which will permanently characterize him is not known .

It seems as

though people in general becorre more and mo re able to control their emotion, so that the avera ge forty- yea r - old is rr.ore ffiature in this respect
than the average thirty- year- old .

Perhaps tris is what is meant by the

well- known adage, "life begins at f ortyn .

Just what the facts are , how-

ever , rema ins t o be determined but the measurement of emotional development offers a very promising field .

~:e

have now advanced to the period of adequate adulthood .

The indi-

vidual is mature physically , intellectually , sexually, and questionably
err.otionally.

What yet lies in store f or him as life moves on?

In rece nt years, the work of Miles has centered a round psychological
ageing after maturity .

As regards swiftness , precision of movement and

steadiness of motor control , t is researches in the measurement of these
adult a ctivities failed to display clear- cut age- ability classifications .
They revealed instead quite regula r curves of change throughout the life
span with tre evidence of much overlapping of scores or ratings of capac ity in succeeding decades.

They demonstrate no sudden alteration at any

period, but rather a gr adua l rise of capacities in childhood and youth,
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followed bv slow decline of tre same functions in In.3.turity .
Learning speed and accuracy was investigated bv Rucr in 1934 .

He

used two r.otor tasks and three verbal tasks with 40 subj Pcts in each of
three groups, a ges 12 to 17 , 35 to 58, and 60 to ~2 .

Tre first motor-

learning task was performed under tpe guidance of direct vision while the
second , which required the use of mirror vision wa s more complicated .
Improvement with age appeared as usual in the adolescents , decrement was
characterist ic of t he two adult groups, and especiallv of the elder .
The more complicated second task placed a premi um on increasing maturity
in adoles cents , but penalized the 11'.aj oritv of older adults .

These results

suggested and supported Ruch 1 s hYPothesis that decrement in speed and a ccuracy of learning is particularly pro~inent for middle- aged and older
persons when the required work involves reorganizing parts or wholes of
established habit- systems in new co~binations .
In maturity, ~iles has shown that performance in tests of intelligence in which speed is a primary factor fo l lows a curve predictable on
the ba sis of results described above for motor activi ty and learning in
terms of speed and a ccuracy .

However, ~Qles has f urther shown that when

the speed factor is eliminated the intelligence scores during the span of
adult maturity drops very little .

It is difficult to isol ate physiologi-

cal factors other than speed from test performance , and to date no results
are available in which decline in general intelligence test scores does
not appea r with ageing af ter maturity .

In the test results for perfor-

maRce not necessitating quickness in reaction but depending essentially
on comprehension, reasoning and judgment , in matters where experience
may contribute to the goodness of response , older adults appear most
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nearly to maintain their characteristic mature scoring level as long as
they continue to maintain mental practice and intellectual interest (Mil es) .
Professor Saundbv wrote :
While the intelligence of the aged is often
conserved , the senses suffer ... new ideas are accepted with difficulty and often with dislike ;
intellectual effort, if long continued , becomes
painful , and the power of sustained attention
becomes weakened •.• it becomes increasingly difficult for them to make up their minds to any
new course of conduct .•• imagination also is weakened , invention fails , the emotions are subdued ,
the brain reacts less promptly to the external
stimuli and assimilates new ideas less readily .
Sir Farquhar Buzzard said:
If a man's neural sensitivity is the index
of his age , its decline is expressed by his difficulty in retaining fresh impressions , his reluctance to forming new associations, and hi s
inadequacy to unaccustomed impulses .
These remarks lead us up to a consideration of the psychology of the
aged .

We are immediately confronted with the question , "What comprises

the psychological characteristics of the healthy senium?"

Critchley in

his discourse on ageing of the nervous svstem does not indica te any psycholo gical abnormality as characteristic of normal senescence .

However ,

he states tha t there is the subtlest gradation between normal senescence
and the first syrrptoms of a frank senile psychosis .

Among the frank

senile psychoses must be considered senile dementia; arteriosclerotic
dementia, and the presenile dementias (Alzheimer's desease, Pick's disease
and presbyophrenia).

That the latter of these are true pathological psy-

choses is a generall y accepted fact; t hat senile dementia may be a distinct phase in the process of a geing per se is a possibility .
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The American Psycholo gical Associa tion define s senile dementia as,
"A well-defined type of psychosis which a. s a rule develops gradually, and
is cha r a cterised by the followin g symptoms: impairment of retention (forge tfulness) and general failure of memory, more marked for recent experie nces; defects in orienta tion and a general reduc t ion of mental capacity;
the attent ion, concent ration, and thinking processes are interferred with;
there is a selfcentering of interests; often irritability and stubborn
opposition; tendency to reminiscences and fab rications.

Accorepanv ing

this de t erior a tion there may occur paranoi d trends , depression, confused
sta t e s, etc.

Certain clinical forms should, t herefore, be specified but

t hese often overlap."
It is not difficult to see the comparison between this definition
and the writings of Saundby and Buzzard .

The que s tion of whether senile

dementia is a physiolo gically inevitable consequence of a geing and would
occur in every individual providing t hey lived long enough, or whether
it is a def init e reversible pathological sta te pre sents itself .

It may

be inferred that both fe a tures are operative though their relationship
cannot a s yet be determined.

The pre-senile psychoses offer suggest ive

avenues f or research in this connection.

The possibility that hered ity

is t he only f a ctor to be considered cannot as yet be disputed.
Frorr- the work of Miles we gather that generalizations concerning the
e f fects of a ge should certainly not be base0 on averages alone .

There

are younger individuals whose work is poorer than the average of the
older, a nd older individual s who exceed the younger average s in the individua l performances.

Ba sically physiologic function of r ate of response

shows greater a ge decrement, while the more psychological function of
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mental experience holds off the negative a ge influence .

Exceptions occur

largely in terms of greater or less practice and experience , and these
exceptions ma? be the stimulus to endeaver on the part of those who wish
to develop skill with age , off - setting through wisdom based on continual
intelligent exercise, the necessarv decrerrent of nhys ical receptors and
effectors .
Effectiveness in later maturity can be increased by the recognition
of the physical decrement and through organized effo:rt in psychological
compensation .

Individual differences , rather than age differences ,

should be more fully stressed .

The happiness and comfort of the old

involves the recognition of their potential contribution of wisdom .
There is no critical age line beyond which psychological production ceases .
The spirit of persistent idealism is timeless; it knows no age .

THE SOCIOLOGY OF AGEING
"Grow old along with me; The best is yet to be , The last for which
the first was made"--Browning .
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A consideration of socioJogical ageing begins with the sociological
development of the child , for undoubtedly it is here, that we will find
the greatest changes and the most important determining factors which
correlate the individual's personality with society .

The personal- social

aspects of behavior have been thoroughly treated by Gesell ,

And so it

is to him that we turn in order to formulate our discussion .
At the age of one month the baby can only rrake tactually perceptible
::,ostural adjustn,.ents when taken up by an examiner; he stares at a window
or at massive objects and shows a selective regard for the face of an
examiner .

At three rronths his head turns or fixates in response to a

speaking voice and he makes definite motor adjustment , in the shoulder
region, to being lifted .

When the child is a t the three months level he

becomes startled or r-etra,rs awareness wren suddenly charged to a strange
situation; he is quieted bv voice or music ; he also begins to show anticipatory excitement as opening the rrouth expectantlv in feeding .

At four

months, the child inspects his own hand in play and plays in a simple
manner with a rattle; he also makes definite anticipatorv adjustment to
being lifted .

The f ive months level shows him activel y playing with the

rattle with recurring visual regard ; he exploits his bath playfully .

At

six- months , he is ahle to discri~inate between strangers and familiars;
at seven nonths his plavful exploiting advances and he reacts to his
mirror image by rranipulation or approach .

At eight montrs , the infant

srows definite r esponsiveness t o frolic play; he pats or smiles at his
rri rror image and shows interest in throwinr and sound production plav .
When he is at t he nine and ten rronths level he cooperates in rtvthmic
nursery games, waves bye- bye or performs similar tricks and makes playful
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response to his mirror i mage.

The social developnent at one year of age

has progressed to a point where the child can hold a cup to drink from;
he will inhibit simple acts on command and repeats performances laughed
at.
Again we see the immense steps taken in a ge ing during the early
part of life .

At fifteen months, we find the child using a spoon; he

cooperates in dressing and his bowel and bladder control become regularized .

At 1~ montrs, he uses a spoon with good control and will turn the

pages of a book and look at the pictures .
At 21 months, his howel control is establisred; he asks for things
at the t able or for the toilet; he pulls persons in order to show something of interest and tries to turn a door knob .

At 24 months, the child

plavs with mimicry, tells experiences, listens to words or phrases and
explains pictures.

Finally , at 30 months , he is able to give his full

name and will help his mother to put things away .
These observations of Gesell are extrerrely significant for they show
trat in the relatively short period of two years, the new- born completely
identifies himself with society.

Beginning life without previous contact

with his future environment, he r aoidly progresses to a definite identity
among other 11'.en and is equipped sufficiently to hold his place t here.
This supports the belief that ageing is greatest in early life and confirms the staterr..ent of Aristotle that rran is a social anin_al.
As man pro gresses through childhood and adolescence, the requirements
and restrictions which society places upon him become greater and greater
and his socialization becomes ever more corrplex .

I irst he identifies

himself with his family, then with hi s friends and other organizations
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such as his school and cturch, progressively his scope enlarges until he
realizes his part in the nation to which he belongs and the requisites
deIT'.anded bv it , at last he identifies hirtself with the whole worl d and
all mankind .
The difficulty of sociological adjustrrent during adolescence sorrewhat parallels the difficulty in psychological adjustment which we have
already discussed .

In fact , it may well be t~at many of the psychologi cal

trauma of life are inflicted solely through social requirerrents among
men .

For instance, social restrictions on mating and sex appear to be

one of the most acute problerr:. s of adole scence .

rurther!T'ore , in adoles-

cence the individual must leave in part the social confines of bis family
and adjust himself to a larger social world .

This larfer social world

demands tha t the individual begin seeking self- su,,port .

Hollingworth

states that in considering-the adjustment of youth to the world ' s work ,
it is of prirr:ary importance to know as rr.uch as we possibly can about the
way in which the differentiation of labor is related to mental endowment .
As the individual now begins his or her career as an economic being ,
either by actually earning a living , or by entering upon vocational training , it must be emphasized that the idea that anybody can do any kinn of
work , if his ambition be but sufficiently aroused , is no longer entertained , even in America , by those who are informed of the facts established
bv r sychological research .

A person rr.ay ~a rn a living at what is too

easv for him , though usual] y he will not he happy ; whereas he will be a
complete economic failure if set at tasks that are too complicated and
difi icult for him .

These observations of }ollingworth emphasize tte im-

portance of individual ability in dPtermining the individuals place in
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society .

However , she has probably placed too much emphasis on mental

endowrrent;

altl:ough its importance cannot be denied , other factors as

ambition, health, and emotional stability are undoubtedly important also .
At maturity , the individual ' s ultimate place in society has been deterrrined; he is sociologically mature .

He may descend or ascend in his

own particular bracket , but as with the other ageing processes we l:ave
reviewed , tl:e greatest changes have already taken place .

Fenceforth ,

the requirerrents placed upon him and the sociologi.cal changes he must face ,
will be of a mor~ stable character .

If sociological ageing resembles the

other ageing processes, and there is no reason to believe it does not
alttough actual data cannot be found , rr:aturit:v will show a stead ily
declining usefulness of the individual to society except for the wisdom
a nd experience gained through the decades .
Senility presents a special problem i n our consideration of sociological ageing .

It has become a subject of considerable moment in recent

yea rs due to the increased number of people in the older age group .
During World Wa r II much concern was given by the warring nations to the
possibilities and practicality of using the older age group .

This probl em

stimulated the action of students of the ageing process and they have
attempted to answer the questions: When coes an individ ual reach his peak
of usef ulness to society?
advancing age?
to society?

Pow much

co

his useful abilities decline with

In what manner can the older age group be of greatest use

Are there any capabilities of the aged not found in youth

that are of great value to society?

These questions have been met and

manv of the answers given through the work of such men as Cowdry and
Korenchevsky .
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Cowdry states that the rrost universal attribute of the aged is that they
yearn to be of use .
their d isposal .

As routine duties drop away trey have more tirre at

Since the percentage of people of 65 Years and over

doubled fro m 1860 to 1930 (2.7 to 5.4%) and will probably slightly
more than double again from 1930 to 1970 (5 .4 to 11 . 8%) , to make this increa sing munber of use is essential if we are to mobilize national re source s ( Cowdr::r) .
source of power .

Yet there has been no consisteri t effort to tap this
Cowdry believes tha t the chief obstacle is that the

aged are more individua listic; tris is because they have enjoyed a greater
opport unity for diversifica tion owing to a longer period of adjustment
to changing conditions.

They cannot be so easily rrsrshalled in groups

as the younger generations, each group discharging a particular service .
This has been born out in the motilizat 7 on of a r med forces during wars .
Due to t r is problem , Korenchevskv states that it is verv important
to decide whether there are available or there can be found any pr actical
means of helping the older man to keep fit both phvsically and mentally
and so to perform r. is work in the best possible way .

He states that the

problem cannot be solved by transferring responsible posts t o young men
who are neither experienced nor sufficientlv tested; furtherffiore, he
sta tes tkit frorr the point of view of modern science and medic ine is
ttere any necessity to do this .
Korenchevsky points out tha t the a geing of fu ~ctions starts in human
beings at the latest at the age of 30, of some functions even earlier .
Thus if a logical conclusion is based only on the average age at which
the definite be~inning of ageing of most fun ctions is observed , all resoonsible key posts should be given to persons at the age of 25 to 30.
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Although some excellent work has been done on ageing, there is no doubt
that further investigations are badly needed for confirmation and development of the results already obtained and for elucidation of several new
points .

From the available data, Korenchevsky suggests , as a general

staterrent , that when human beings reach t~e age of 60 a considerable
degree of decline occurs, as a rule, in most of their functions .

For

many f unctions considerable decrement can be found earlier, more often
at the age of 50.

Psychological changes are especially related to the

decline of an individual's use to society; these have been previously
discussed in a separate section .
Professor Lehman has found that the majority of outstanding contributions by physicists , chemists and inventors were made at 30 to 34 years.
On the other hand, he emphasizes that this average figure should under
no condition imply that a man 's best work could no t be performed at an
older age.

Thus, he found that in a group of chemists 34% made their

first and only important contribution after the age of 40, 19% after the
age of 50, 5% after the age of 55 and one chemist made his at the age of

69.

Besides age, there are probably other factors which help to explain

the decrease in the number of important contributions with ageing ; that
is, older scientists often perform their research work through their stu•

dents and co-workers.

The fruits of genius are a function of numerous

inte gers, including the personal traits of the worker, external conditions
and their fortunate combination.
In another investigation Lehmen arrives at a similar conclusion with
regard to the age at which authors have most frequently published their
best books.

He found that literary masterpieces of the first rank have
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have been published most frequentlv by men who were not over 45 years of
age .

}'laxi mum productivity occurs at the age of 37 to 42 but it seems

highly probable that the best books have been written most frequently by
authors who were still in their t hirties .

As in the case of scientists ,

there are, of course, many exceptions to this latter statement , and there
seems to be no fixed age lirr.it beyond which outstanding literary work cannot re done .

Thus it seems evident that sta tements concerning the ages

at which men are most productive and creative in our society are only
generalities; their verac ity is open to quest ion and more observation
is ne ce ssary before definite conclusions can be reached .
Cowdry states that it is the well adjusted people who age gracefully
and usefully; their greate r experience gi ve them more maturity of judgment
and provides the basis for the wisdom th~t all great civilizations have
recognized as their potential prerogative .

Carlson is of tte same opinion .

He states that the man or woman who ha s passed the first sixty or seventy
years in honest toil and persistent efforts a t understanding has accumulated a great reserve of wisdom, now a t the disposal of the younger generation; a reserve of wisdom which antidotes the stresses and strains induced by the fears, the vanities, the greeds and the ignorance of the
earlier years.
None of the authors which I have encountered have attempted to explain the cause or the reasons behind an adequate or inadequate ageing .
In my own mind, I believe we must consider hereditary factors as playing
a possible role .

It is a common expe rience to see good social adjustment

as a characteristic of certain farr.ilies and vice versa.

Eowever, this

is not sufficient evidence; perhaps it is the environment of a well
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adjustec family that breeds adequate social ageing into its individual
members and contrariwise.

At any rate, in all probability the most

important part of ones life in regard to a working social adjustment
with advancing age is that period im.~ediately following birth.
flicts arise then; they will probably arise later.

If con-

Social responses at

that tiffie will probably follow through in the same manner in later life .
That is why I have elaborated fairly extensively on the work of Gesell
at the beginning of this section .

Eowever , there are probably many fac -

tors which go to make up a working social adjustment as age progresses;
as has been the case with other ageing processes we have reviewed , the
question arises as to whether sociological ageing and its results are
primarily physiological or pathological in nature.

On the one hand, de-

clining use to society is an irreversible process; on the other, it is
the consequence of an ill environment , the end results being of a reversible order.
Stieglitz (1942) has for many years been deeply concerned with the
social proble~s of an ageing population .

As the aged are here in unprece-

dented numbers (there are nearly nine million persons over 65 in the
United States today and there will be many more of them in the years to
come), Stieglitz believes that these older men and women will continue to
be an urgent problem until enough is known about ageing to maintain health
into senilitv and to employ wisely the changed capacities of those past
the mr-ridia!l of life .

These problems are the immediate concern of every-

one, for either the increasing millions of elderly pe rsons must h3.ve
opportunity to work at tasks suited to their capacities so they may support
therrselves and remain usefully productive citizens , or the proportionately
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dwindling group of younger people must support them in one wav or another .
This is an urgent social and economic problem.
Some conclusion such as the latter must have been in the mind of
Cannon when he stressed the i mportance of "social homeostasis" and in
the mind of John Dewey when he remarked ,

11

1 am unable to see how the

basic human problem can be solved without social changes which ensure
first to everv individual the continual chance to have intrinsically
wo rth while experience , and secondly provide significant socially useful outlets for the maturity and wisdom gained in this experience . "

SUMV.lARY AND CONCLUS IONS
"Withered , grotesque , immeasurably old" - - Word sworth .
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It is my fo r emost conclusion that the process of age i ng is pr edominantly a physiological process, primarily deterrrined by the hereditary
constitution of tr.e individual .

I believe that growth , differentiation ,

degeneration, and death are inherent physiological qualities of living
protoplasm and even with an ideal germ plasm and an idea l environment ,
longevity cannot exceed the limited vital capabilities characteristic of
living organisms .

It is also

tially a pathological process .

my

conclusion that ageing in man is parI believe that ageing can be accelerated

or decelerated by various environmental factors , notably continued and
unabated nervous drive and dietary indiscretions which apparently have
special deleterious effects on the cardio-vascular- renal complex .

Other

environmental factors which mark the process of ageing as a pathological
process include: (1 ) the health and nutrition of the mother duri ng pregnancy and while nursing the growing baby; (2) the mild or severe , acute
or chronic illnesses that the individual may have at any time during l i fe ;
(3) nutrition, its quantity and qualitv , and its relation to the needs of
the particular individual at all periods of life;

(4) the environment in

which the individual grew up , worked and lived , his occupation , habits
and mode of life; (5) the various toxins and numerous other accidents of.
living .

These are the pathological factors of ageing that may be re-

versed and t herein lies the possibilitv of prolonging life .
And yet, as the process of ageing is primarily a phys i ological process, ultimate decfin. in both structure and function , in my estimation ,
is inevitable .

Old age with all its implications and final death , in

the last analysis , are irreversible .
and may be greatly prolonged .

On the other hand , life has been

In tte past , this has come about trrough
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magnificent studies in eugenics, embryology and obstetrics , preventive
medicine, sanitation, nutrition, pediatrics and therapeutics .

This has

been responsible for the dramatic rise in longevity and life-expectancy
seen in recent years .

Even now, these subjects are not closed and offer

great possibilities and the present studies in the field of geriatrics
together with those expected in the future promise to prolong life yet
furtter by reversing the disease processes of old age .

I am fully con-

vinced that near the end of the 20th century, the life- expectancy for a
new born b1by will be in the neighborhood of 125 years .

This will come

about through increased control of the pathological accelerators of the
process ' of ageing .

Increase of life- expectancy , however, should not be

confused with the belief that life can be prolonged indefinitely; physio logical capabilities of the organism will not allow this; ·death is the
price of life .

Even the unicellular organisms are not exempt from this

payment .
And so, it is my belief that in the field of ageing, physiology and
pathology operate on comrr.on grounds .

They are both factors in ageing;

the one producing irreversible changes, the other changes of a reversible
nature .

In my opinion, the irreversible physiological changes are of far

greater significance than the pathological; thev operate from the time
of conception to the time of death, producing vast changes as the physiological time clock of the organism ticks swiftly on .

The physiological

factors produce both constructive and destructive changes in the individual; first they rapidly build up the reserves of the body and then
slowly wear them down until life is unable to continue.

The differentials

for rate of a geinf of the many structures and functions of the same and
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. different individuals have not been determined but it is known that they
do vary .

The patholo gical factors, which I believe to be less signifi-

cant and which operate over a shorter period of time , only serve to produce degenerative and destructive changes , abnormal in nature and tending
to deplete the great reserves which physiological a geing originally bestowed upon the growing organism .

However , these conclusions are not

based on experimental proof but are rather the ~esult of observations
and t houghts which tend to sway ones belief in that direction .

It is to

be remembered that there are many who believe tha t ageing is totally
patholo gical and that it can be reversed to an indefinite point .
I am unable to draw definite conclusions concerning the relative
hypoplasia of organs which accompanies ageing .

The significance of this

(whether it is a physiological adjust~ent or a primary pathological process) is unknown .

The relationship of cancer to ageing is also impossible

to evaluate at the present time.

In my opinion, the reported effects of

anti- reticular cyto t oxic serum on a geing are presumably the products of
wishful thinking , without basis or foundation .

The evidence showing that

cancer tends to be hereditary in nature apparently indicates some unknown
influence of heredita ry upon the pathology of ageing as well as on the
physiology of ageing .
It is my conclusion that the field of biochemistry offers great opportunity for the future approach to the problem of ageing .

The subject

of nutrition and its manipulation to prolong life appear to be very promising.

It seems very probable that a decreased calori c intake and the

resultant decreased strain on the cardio - vascular-renal complex may prolong life to a point where those organ systeres which today seem relatively
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unaffected by ageing (such as the skeletal system) may degenerate to an
extreme point while the cardio-vascular and renal systems continue to
function with only moderate impairment.
of conserving organ reserve.

It is probably purely a matter

Some authors have assumed that an under-

standing of chemical changes in the individual before evident tissue degeneration and decline of function develop will afford an opportunity to
modify these chemical changes and thereby prolong life; it is my belief ,
however, that these chemical changes are only secondary to intrinsic
cellular changes which unavoidably pursue their own course of growth ,
differentiation, degeneration, and ultimate death.

These chemical changes,

in my mind , are likewise irreversible, but knowledge concerning them will
certainly aid us greatly in understanding the process of ageing and the
course of our own lives even as the initial modifications are being made
which later become manifest in visible structural and functional change.
Another conclusion I have reached concerns psychological and sociological ageing .

As with the other ageing processes, the greatest steps

in psychological growth and sociological age ing are taken when the individual is the youngest.

I believe, therefore , that it is important for

the medical profession to lay greater stress on child psychology and
childhood behavior problems .

Although this process of development may

be chiefly determined by heredity , the time when it would be most easily
influenced by environmental factors is when the process is making its
most rapid cha nges, namely .in childhood.

The promotion of better mettods

for psychological and sociolo gical adjustment and training in youth , in

my estimation, will lead to better adjustment in later life.

It is in

childhood that the pattern of psychological respo nse and sociological
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behavior are chiefly determined ; although many subsequent changes constantly take place, thev all follow through in like manner and basically
conform to the same pattern.

This is one important aspect of the process

of ageing which, if cultivated, will yield good harvest.

It is my im-

pression that studies of the psychology of the embryo and the fetus may
lead to equally important results.
Furthermore , in re gard to sociological ageing, it is my conclusion
that the experience and wisdom gained by the aged through the years should
be put to better use bv society.
to be of use.

It is a constant yearning of the aged

Although their physical vigor is dep~eted, the men and

women who have passed the first sixty or seventy years in honest toil and
persistent efforts at understanding have accumulated a great reserve of
wisdom now at the disposal of the vounger gener ation ; a reserve of wisdom which antidotes the stre sses and strains induced by the fears, the
vanitie5, the greeds and the i gnorance of the earlier years .

If unhappi-

ness is not to flourish, society must provide a continued outlet for the
desire to be of use which now characterizes so WBny of the aged.
It is to be regretted that knowledge of the process of ageing is so
limited.

The conclusions I have drawn are open to question and perhaps

will be debated for some tt~e to come.

However, the accentuated interest

in the process of ageing which has come about in recent years promises
to lead to new and important discoveries within the near future.

It is

at the end of life, when the once magnificent vital reserves are depleted
and far spent, and when all that remains are the accumulated wisdom,
understanding and experience, that a good deal of the emphasis must now
be placed in order to provide a more meaningful and graceful life to an
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ageing hurr~nity and also to provide better medical care .
goal of geriatric medicine .

This is the

Nevertheless , even under optimal conditions,

involution will not be prevented, as it is a normal process in all living
cells.

Though its ultimate development is inevitable, the positive

identification and the elimination, insofar as it is possible , of the
factors that are responsible for the premature onset and abnormally
rapid development of the involutionary changes characteristic of ageing
are among the most important problems now before the medical profession .
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